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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Base Rate Filing Package includes this Report from Austin Energy, the municipally 

owned electric utility of the City of Austin (City) and presents the cost of service study (Cost of 

Service Study) and proposal to change base rates to the Austin City Council (City Council). The 

Base Rate Filing Package also includes the cost of service schedules and work papers, schedule of 

rates, and associated appendices. The goal of the Base Rate Filing Package is to inform the public 

and the City Council about Austin Energy’s current financial status and explain the data, 

calculations, and rationale used to develop the proposed base rates.   

Austin Energy’s Base Rate Filing Package compares the base revenue requirement needed 

to satisfy Austin Energy’s financial obligations in the test year ending September 30, 2021, 

adjusted for known and measurable changes, with the revenue generated by its current base 

rates, which were previously set using the historical test year ending September 30, 2014. Austin 

Energy then calculated the difference between these two balances to determine the proposed 

changes in Austin Energy’s base rates. 

Base rates are designed to recover Austin Energy’s electric utility costs, such as operations 

and maintenance, debt service, and other related costs that are not recovered through “pass-

through” rates including the Power Supply Adjustment (PSA), Community Benefit Charges (CBC), 

Regulatory Charge and miscellaneous other fees (e.g., connection fees), in a manner that reflects 

the basis for Austin Energy incurring these costs and aligns with the goals and objectives of the 

utility, community, and City Council.  

Austin Energy, with external consultants, conducted an extensive analysis of the cost of 

service to determine that the test year base revenue requirement is $686.8 million, which is the 

level of revenues that can be expected to meet ongoing operating and debt cost obligations.  

Known and measurable adjustments to test year data and pass-through charges were made to 

the revenue requirement and results in the need for an overall base revenue increase of $48.2 

million.  
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This updated base revenue requirement is 7.6 percent more than the revenue that would 

be generated by the current base rates at adjusted Test Year sales. Based on this increased 

revenue requirement, Austin Energy is proposing an increase to its base rates. Additionally, the 

Cost of Service Study results suggest that changes to the current rate class structures are 

warranted. Specifically, Austin Energy proposes increased fixed cost recovery and a significant 

update to residential rate design. Finally, Austin Energy presents its detailed proposals on how 

to allocate the revenue requirement and spread the revenue increase among customer classes. 

 Need for 2022 Austin Energy Base Rate Review 

In 2012, City Council adopted an ordinance requiring Austin Energy to review its rates and 

update its Cost of Service Study at least once every five years.1 While City Council adjusted Austin 

Energy’s base electric rates in January 2017, those adjustments were based on data from a 2014 

historical test year. Subsequently, Austin Energy performed a revenue adequacy review, based 

on Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 test year, and determined a base rate update was not required at that 

time. However, the revenue adequacy review showed that a base rate increase may be required 

before the next mandated review. In 2022, Austin Energy conducted a new Cost of Service Study. 

The new study uses an adjusted test year of FY 2021 to determine the revenue requirement. 

Austin Energy faces the challenge of designing new rates that allow the utility to continue 

to safely deliver clean, affordable, reliable energy and excellent customer service. Austin Energy 

must ensure its continued financial stability by updating its rate structures in alignment with its 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 See, City of Austin Ordinance No. 20120607-055, Part 12, (June 7, 2012). See also, City of Austin Fiscal Year 2015-2016 

Approved Budget, Austin Energy Financial Policy No. 17, (Sept. 10, 2015), Vol. II, pg. 783. 
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operational requirements and cost structure. This will be accomplished by following the long-

standing rate-making principles outlined below:  

• Rate-making should be founded on economic standards common to the electric utility 
industry.  

• Rates should be fair between customer classes.  

• Rates should ensure the long-term financial stability of the utility.  

• Rate structures should provide incentives for energy conservation, promote efficient use 
of resources, and encourage consumer investment in energy efficiency.  

• Rates should maintain the affordability of electricity.  

• Rates should provide a discount to low-income customers.  

• Rates should be as simple and understandable as practical.  

• The Base Rate Review Process should be transparent and facilitate public involvement.  

The proposed base rates reflect these principles; and, as will be discussed, will improve 

the long-term financial strength of the utility.    

 Austin Energy is requesting adjustments to its base rates for several reasons: 

• Customer Growth. Austin Energy faces unprecedented customer growth. Austin is in the 

fastest-growing Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA) in the United States with a 

population above 1 million. Austin Energy has experienced rapid customer growth since 

FY 2014 (Austin Energy’s last rate case’s test year). This increased growth has resulted in 

the need for additional infrastructure investment. 

• Infrastructure Investment. Austin Energy continues to see approximately 2.5 percent 

annual customer growth. Austin Energy invested $2.1 billion in new infrastructure from 
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FY 2014 to FY 2021.2 By comparison, in FY 2014, Austin Energy’s gross infrastructure in 

service was approximately $4.8 billion. By FY 2021, Austin Energy built out its system to 

$6.4 billion, an increase of 33 percent in just seven years. This rate of growth is significant. 

These investments were made for the benefit of our customers to ensure Austin Energy 

can safely deliver clean, reliable, affordable energy and excellent customer service. These 

investments directly increase various components of Austin Energy’s funding 

requirements, including: 

 Debt service; 

 Cash for construction;  

 Depreciation expenses;  

 Operations and Maintenance (O&M); and 

 Recent increases in inflation, which will result in higher costs in the future. 

• Marginal Load Growth. Despite the increased in number of customers, load growth has 

not kept pace. Customer growth brings increased utility infrastructure investments and 

costs, but Austin Energy’s base revenues have lagged. The number of customers grew at 

a compounded rate of 3.2 percent from FY 2014 through FY 2021. During the same period, 

Austin Energy’s normalized retail energy sales experienced a 0.9 percent compounded 

growth rate. The disparity is due in part to customer demographic trends, including the 

increasing share of multi-family as compared to single-family homes, the housing mix 

becoming smaller and more efficient, and an increase in energy efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2 Note that the amount of infrastructure investment will not equal the increase in gross infrastructure due to 

retirements and other ongoing adjustments. 
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The declining average consumption keeps energy sales flat despite customer growth. 

Revenue growth is hampered by outdated rate designs that rely too heavily on energy 

sales, particularly in the residential class. Most residential customers are billed on a steep 

five tier structure with each tier priced progressively higher. The first and second tiers are 

priced below cost and are subsidized by the fourth and fifth tiers that are above cost. As 

residential customers continue to use less, approximately 75% of all residential bills now 

are in the first two tiers and below the cost to serve, while retail sales in the fourth and 

fifth tiers (above cost) have continued to decline.  

• Financial Deterioration. Marginal increases in energy sales are insufficient under the 

current base rate structure, where significant fixed costs are recovered through energy 

charges3. Financial trends deteriorate when costs rise faster than revenues. Austin Energy 

had net combined losses in excess of $90 million in FY 2020 and FY 2021. 

• Fixed Cost Recovery. The proposed rates generally reflect increases in customer charges4 

and, for most commercial customers, demand charges. Because customer and demand 

charges5 recover costs that are more fixed in nature, Austin Energy’s rate design proposal 

improves fixed cost recovery. Improved fixed cost recovery not only better aligns with the 

cost of service, it also makes the proposed rates more sustainable. If customer growth 

and sales trends continue, Austin Energy will be better able to maintain the proposed 

rates without the accompanying financial strain that currently impacts the utility.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3 A charge based on electric energy (kWh) consumed. 
4 A flat fee applied each month regardless the amount of kW or kWh used. 
5 A charge based on the rate at which electric energy is delivered to or by a system at any given instant during the billing 

cycle. 
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• Unstable Residential Revenues. Because current residential rates were set to recover a 

significant share of revenues at higher levels of usage, the existing five-tier residential 

rate structure requires significant energy sales in the fourth and fifth tiers (priced above 

cost of service) to compensate for the relatively low level of revenues that are generated 

by energy sales in the initial tiers (which are priced below cost of service). However, the 

shift in residential energy sales has dramatically reduced the proportion of energy 

consumption in the higher tiers such that average base revenue per residential customer 

is shrinking. The proposed residential rate structure reduces Austin Energy’s reliance on 

energy sales and helps stabilize revenues.    

Through the 2022 Austin Energy Base Rate Review, Austin Energy has an obligation to 

maintain its financial health by setting rates that meet Austin Energy’s revenue requirement and 

achieve sustained revenue stability. Austin Energy also aims to improve fixed cost recovery to 

maintain sufficient revenues into the future. Austin Energy will design rates that encourage 

efficient energy use and meet changing customer needs. Through this process, Austin Energy will 

update rates and rate structures to distribute costs fairly among customer classes and continue 

to encourage efficient energy use.  

 Proposed Base Rate Design Changes  

Austin Energy proposes modifying residential customers’ rate tiers by both flattening and 

reducing the number of tiers from five to three, while also increasing the customer charge to 

better recover fixed costs. The current tier structure was designed to send price signals and 

recover additional revenues from high consumption customers. This design has not proven 

sustainable. Flattening the tiered rates increases revenue stability by reducing Austin Energy’s 

reliance on high consumption customers and extreme weather while reducing the energy burden 

on low income customers enrolled in the Customer Assistance Program (CAP), who tend to 

consume electricity at a higher percentage in the higher-priced tiers.  

The residential customer class has not had base rates that fully recovered the identified 

cost of service in either of the last two rate reviews. Thus, this class started out well below cost 

of service at the conclusion of the last rate review in 2016. Since then, changing load 
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characteristics, more efficient housing and appliances, successful energy efficiency programs, 

and the shift to proportionally more multi-family housing have caused the residential customer 

class to diverge further from cost of service.   

After reviewing the results of the Cost of Service Study, Austin Energy proposes 

addressing the systemic concerns within the residential customer class rate design. While it is 

important to address the customer-related and wires costs issues, Austin Energy believes 

flattening the tiered pricing structure is a critical step to take to help avoid compounding the class 

under-recovery as new highly efficient residential buildings are added to the system. Austin 

Energy is also proposing to increase the monthly customer charge to better reflect fixed costs. 

These proposals will stabilize monthly residential bills, reduce the proportion of energy priced 

below cost, improve cost recovery, stabilize revenues, and result in a fairer rate design. 

 The Base Rate Filing Package: What’s Included  

This document describes in detail the results of Austin Energy’s 2022 Cost of Service 

Study, changes in the utility’s revenue requirement, and the allocation of costs among groups of 

customers. This report also explains Austin Energy’s proposed changes to base electric rates. The 

report is organized in the following manner:  

• Chapter 1 is an introduction that provides an outline of the request; 

• Chapter 2 gives an overview of the Rate Filing Package components, including the 

revenue requirement, cost allocation, class revenue distribution, and rate design; 

• Chapter 3 describes the process for the 2022 Austin Energy Base Rate Review, 

including the steps to participate in the process; 

• Chapter 4 illustrates the changes in Austin Energy’s revenue requirement based on a 

historical test year of 2021;  

• Chapter 5 describes the cost allocation methodologies and outcomes;  

• Chapter 6 discusses the class revenue distribution and Austin Energy’s standard 

approach;  

• Chapter 7 provides Austin Energy’s proposed changes to base electric rates, founded 

on the results of the Cost of Service Study, state law, and local community priorities;  
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• Chapter 8 describes the customer bill impacts for residential and other customers;  

• Chapter 9 describes the Value of Solar (VoS); and 

• Chapter 10 focuses on the strategic goal of affordability, including Affordability Goals, 

benchmarking against other Texas utilities, and customer energy burdens.  

Attached to this Base Rate Filing Package is the Cost of Service Study and several 

appendices that guided Austin Energy in the formation of this proposal. This Base Rate Filing 

Package presents to the public, and to the City Council, Austin Energy’s analysis and proposal. Its 

release is the first step in the public Base Rate Review Process.   
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2 OVERVIEW OF BASE RATE FILING PACKAGE   

Austin Energy is requesting adjustments to its base rates for three primary reasons. First, 

the utility’s financial health is deteriorating due to increases in the costs of providing electric 

service that are not recovered through existing rates. Second, Austin Energy needs to revise its 

rate design, especially for residential customers, to stabilize revenues and more equitably recover 

its costs. Finally, without adjusting base rates, Austin Energy will be at risk of violating its Financial 

Policies adopted by the City Council.   

Austin Energy’s Base Rate Filing Package compares the revenue requirement needed to 

satisfy Austin Energy’s financial obligations incurred in the test year ending September 30, 2021 

with the revenue generated by the rates that were previously set using the historical test year 

ending September 30, 2014. Austin Energy then calculated the difference between these two 

balances to determine the proposed changes in Austin Energy’s base rate revenue requirement.  

The analysis shows that Austin Energy’s total revenue requirement, based on a 2021 test year 

with certain known and measurable adjustments, is $1.2 billion. The difference between the total 

revenue requirement and the base rate revenue requirement is the costs of the pass-through 

charges including PSA, Regulatory Charge, and CBC, which are not included in base rates. Austin 

Energy’s current base rates would be expected to generate $638.6 million under normalized 

conditions, resulting in a revenue deficiency of $48.2 million or 7.6 percent. The revenue 

requirements are shown in Table 4-C and discussed further in Chapter 4.  

The revenue requirement is allocated to customer classes based on how each class uses 

electricity. This process distributes costs fairly based on how much it costs the utility to serve 

each customer class. Chapter 5 describes the technical process of allocating the revenue 

requirement to the various customer classes and the results from Austin Energy’s analysis.   

The cost of service for each customer class is developed from the revenue requirement 

by a series of allocations. First, costs are functionalized into categories related to production, 

transmission, distribution, and customer. Then, costs in each function are sub-functionalized, or 

classified, into groups, such as demand-related, energy-related, or customer-related, based on 

the nature of the costs. Some costs can be directly assigned to a function or subfunction. For 
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costs that cannot be directly assigned, an appropriate allocation methodology must be developed 

consistent with cost causation principles. Finally, the sub-functionalized costs are allocated 

among customer classes in a manner that is consistent with how each class uses the electric 

system, such that the customers who cause Austin Energy to incur the costs are assigned the 

costs in the Cost of Service Study. Austin Energy’s costs incurred to serve each class during the 

Test Year are shown in Table 5-O. 

The Cost of Service Study demonstrates that the residential customer class is well below 

cost of service, by $76.5 million, while certain commercial customer classes are above cost of 

service. The customer class above cost of service by the greatest differential in dollar terms is 

Secondary Voltage ≥ 10 < 300 kW, at $28 million above cost of service. Chapter 5, Cost Allocation, 

discusses the cost allocation methodologies used to assign costs to specific classes of customers.  

The Cost of Service Study results indicate that adjustments are needed to align all classes 

with their total cost of service. Austin Energy’s proposed revenue requirement is designed to 

move classes toward their cost of service without producing unacceptably large customer 

impacts. Austin Energy applies a gradual approach to address cost of service imbalances. Austin 

Energy uses the results in Table 5-O as the foundation for developing the class revenue 

distribution in Chapter 6 and proposed base rates in Chapter 7.  

Class revenue distribution, described in Chapter 6, is the process of determining the target 

revenue to recover from each customer class in rate design. There is not a single process or policy 

regarding class revenue distribution that is appropriate for all utilities. Thus, Austin Energy’s 

process has been developed to balance the various objectives of the utility, including equity, 

affordability, cost causation, and gradualism. This process recognizes moving customers towards 

cost of service and funding discounts for State of Texas facilities, local school districts, and 

military facilities.   

Rate design is the process of creating charges to recover the target revenue requirement 

assigned to each customer class. Because there are any number of ways to design rates to recover 

a given level of revenues, analysts and policymakers often identify a set of objectives or criteria 
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to evaluate alternative rate structures. Austin Energy’s rate-making principles can be found in 

sub-section 7.5. Rate design sends price signals to customers to promote desirable behavior.   

In this proceeding, Austin Energy proposes maintaining the vast majority of the base rate 

structures currently in place. However, the residential rate structure has some unsustainable 

weaknesses that require modification to secure the long-term financial stability of Austin Energy 

and ensure a workable rate design. The proposed rate design includes reducing the number and 

steepness of the residential tiers and increasing the customer charge. By setting the customer 

charge at cost, future rate increases may be either deferred or reduced. Additionally, raising the 

customer charge helps mitigate increasing costs associated with customer growth.   

In designing rates, Austin Energy considers many factors including the results of a Cost of 

Service Study, the priorities of the community and City Council, and the economic health of the 

utility. For each class, rates may deviate from the costs shown in the Cost of Service Study to 

meet various social and policy objectives.   

The Cost of Service Study demonstrates that certain customer classes are contributing 

revenues that significantly deviate from cost of service. Because the size of that deviation is large 

for the residential customer class, moving all customer classes immediately to cost of service 

would result in rate shock for certain customers in classes far below cost of service. Instead, good 

utility rate design practice suggests that a more gradual approach to achieving full cost of service 

across all customer classes remains an appropriate direction for Austin Energy to pursue. This 

approach moves customer classes closer to cost of service. 

 Summary of Proposed Rates 

Chapter 7 explains the proposed rate structure changes that allows Austin Energy to 

recover its revenue requirements in a manner that provides greater stability while adhering to 

the principles used in developing the rates:  

• Reducing the number of Residential rate tiers from five to three, flattening the tiers, 

and increasing customer charge to better recover fixed costs; 
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• Eliminating the base rate differential between all inside and outside City of Austin 

customers; 

• Eliminating the billing unit adjustment that currently benefits low load factor 

commercial customers; 

• Calculating the billing demand for Houses of Worship the same as for all other 

Commercial Customers; 

• Establishing consistency in the recovery of discounts for State of Texas facilities, local 

school districts, and military facilities by assigning this cost responsibility to all non-

lighting classes based on their respective cost of service;  

• Increasing fixed charges for revenue stability; and 

• Combining the current Electric Delivery Charges with the Demand Charges. 

 Value of Solar Tariff  

Austin Energy is proposing a new approach that allows for greater transparency and 

flexibility as we seek to achieve a Value of Solar rate design that fairly compensates customers 

for their onsite renewable energy production and adequately stimulates customer-sited solar 

adoption to help meet the City’s goals as set forth in Austin Energy’s Resource Generation and 

Climate Protection Plan to 2030. Austin Energy has identified that some components historically 

used to calculate the VoS rate are based on assumptions that no longer align with Austin Energy’s 

underlying costs and is proposing a new methodology that more accurately allocates costs in 

accordance with standard utility rate-making practices. As part of this adjustment, we are 

proposing to recover only Avoided Costs through the PSA and recover Societal Benefit value 

through the CBC, with the intent of removing values that are not related to Avoided Costs from 

the PSA to increase transparency and facilitate discussion, consideration, and feedback.  
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3 BASE RATE REVIEW PROCESS 

 The 2022 Austin Energy Base Rate Review Process 

Over the coming months, Austin Energy staff, stakeholders, and customers will meet to 

review, dissect, question, and discuss the assumptions, models, and conclusions of this Base Rate 

Filing Package and Cost of Service Study. The Impartial Hearing Examiner (IHE) will preside over 

the proceedings and will issue a recommendation to the City Council for their considerations.  

The current Base Rate Review Process is informed by Austin Energy’s experiences with 

prior rate reviews. In 2012, the City Council adopted rate ordinance included guidance for 

handling future revisions of Austin Energy’s rates. Specifically, City Council directed that:  

• Austin Energy’s rates should be reviewed at least once every five years;  

• The City will hire an Independent Consumer Advocate (ICA) who is knowledgeable and 

experienced in rate-making issues to represent residential and small commercial 

customers; and the City may also hire an IHE to conduct the review and make 

recommendations. 

 How to Participate 

With this Base Rate Filing Package, customers interested in participating in the IHE Base 

Rate Review Process will have 30 calendar days to submit a Request to Participate. All requests 

to participate shall be emailed to the Base Rate Review Administrator at 

rate.filings2022@austinenergy.com by May 18, 2022. Included with the Request to Participate, 

individuals and companies should state their contact information, including the particular person 

or group represented and their email address.   

A person can participate in the Base Rate Review if that person is a customer or represents 

a customer of Austin Energy receiving electric service. The ICA hired by the City of Austin also has 

standing to participate in the Base Rate Review. Customers who do not wish to be full Participants 

in the process may also file comments that will be incorporated by staff and the ICA as feasible. 

The complete Procedural Guidelines serving as the rules governing the Base Rate Review Process 

mailto:rate.filings2022@austinenergy.com
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can be found in Appendix A. All appendices to this document have been filed separately with the 

City Clerk on April 18, 2022. 

 City Council Review and Community Engagement  

On April 7, 2022, City Council approved the selection of an IHE. The IHE will oversee the 

fact-finding process, organize issues for City Council consideration, and make recommendations 

to City Council on those issues. The IHE process is described in more detail below. City Council 

also approved an ICA, an expert who will represent the interests of Austin Energy’s residential 

and small commercial customers. Austin Energy will provide information to the ICA regarding 

Austin Energy’s data, costs, analyses, and proposal.   

Austin Energy staff briefed the City’s Electric Utility Commission (EUC) on March 21, 2022, 

on Austin Energy’s proposed plan and process for the City’s review of Austin Energy’s rates. Next, 

Austin Energy presented its proposed plan to the Austin Energy Utility Oversight Committee 

(AEUOC) on April 5, 2022.  

Concurrent with those efforts, Austin Energy also developed a thorough public input 

process through which stakeholders and customers can offer suggestions about the outcomes of 

the Cost of Service Study and opinions on proposed rate changes. The three-part process includes 

participation in the IHE process, EUC’s assessment, and City Council’s review and decision-making 

process.  

Throughout the entire rate review, the EUC’s role is to provide a forum for members of 

the public to share their input, especially for those individuals or groups unable to participate in 

the more formal IHE process. The EUC may synthesize the information provided by the public 

and relay suggestions and recommendations to the City Council and Austin Energy. In addition, 

Austin Energy will be conducting public meetings in the community as an opportunity for 

customers and others to learn about the Base Rate Review process, what Austin Energy is asking 

for, and how it will impact them. The public meetings will take place in April and May and will be 

hosted both in person at various locations across the community, as well as virtually. The public 

meetings will address both commercial and residential concerns.  
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 The Impartial Hearing Examiner Process  

Contemporaneously with the submission of this Base Rate Filing Package on April 18, 

2022, a procedural schedule will be posted to the Rate Review Website maintained by the Office 

of the City Clerk of the City of Austin. Documents and questions about the process should be 

emailed to the Rate Review Administrator at rate.filings2022@austinenergy.com or delivered in-

person in hard copy to the Office of the City Clerk at 301 West 2nd Street, Austin, Texas 78701.    

In order to make rates effective on January 1, 2023, Austin Energy requests from the City 

Council a final decision on its proposal no later than November 17, 2022.  

With the submission of the Base Rate Filing Package, the IHE process begins. The IHE, 

operating under strict ex parte rules,6 will conduct a process that includes:  

• Admission of participants;  

• Alignment of participants;  

• Discovery;  

• Technical Conferences, for the purpose of increased transparency and access to 

information;  

• A Final Conference, including presentations of Participant’s Position Statements and 

questioning; and  

• Submission of briefs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6 Under ex parte rules, the IHE may not have any substantive conversation about the issues being deliberated in the IHE 

review process outside of a meeting open to all participants in the process. Participants must be notified in advance of the 
meeting and must be provided an opportunity to participate in the conversation. In this case, participants to the process include 
Austin Energy staff, members of the EUC, the City Council members and their staff, and other interested parties outside the City’s 
governing structure. 

mailto:rate.filings2022@austinenergy.com
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At the conclusion of the process, the IHE will structure the material presented throughout 

the proceeding into a formal recommendation for City Council consideration. The IHE’s 

recommendation will organize the issues on which a decision is required by presenting the 

arguments supporting different perspectives; assessing the issues based on the merits of the 

argument, state law, and local policy; and offering formal recommendations for the City Council 

to consider. Austin Energy expects the IHE’s recommendation to be issued at the end of August 

2022. Participants will then have an opportunity to submit briefs, commonly referred to as 

“Exceptions,” to advocate their positions directly to City Council.   

In the final phase of the public review process, Austin Energy anticipates that City Council 

will deliberate on Austin Energy’s proposal and the IHE’s recommendations in working sessions 

of the Austin Energy Utility Oversight Committee and in public hearings conducted by City 

Council. The staff anticipates a final City Council decision on the rate recommendations by 

November 17, 2022.     

 Treatment of Confidential Information 

As a public power entity, Austin Energy is governed by the Texas Public Information Act 

and treats most information it maintains as public. As a result, Austin Energy can release nearly 

all its financial and operating information in this Base Rate Filing Package and in response to 

requests submitted during the Base Rate Review Process. 
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However, Section 552.133 of the Texas Government Code exempts certain competitive 

information from release under the Public Information Act.7 This law authorizes Austin Energy to 

protect competitively sensitive information, such as generator unit cost data. Release of this type 

of data would give advantage to Austin Energy’s competitors in the wholesale electric market. 

Finally, pursuant to state law, Austin Energy does not release confidential customer information 

without the express permission of the impacted customer. 

In addition, because this Base Rate Review Process is designed to be open and accessible 

to all members of the public, no confidential materials or personally identifiable information, 

including but not limited to social security numbers, driver’s license numbers, account numbers, 

account usage data, or any other data that might compromise a person’s privacy, should be 

included in any filings by any Participant. 

 Notice of Intent to Change Base Rates     

To facilitate customer involvement in the base rate review process, Austin Energy 

provided written notice of its intent to change rates to its customers throughout April. 

Specifically, Austin Energy published a Notice of Intent to Change Rates in its monthly newsletter, 

Austin Utilities Now, which is distributed to all Austin Energy customers as a utility bill insert. A 

copy of this notice is provided as Exhibit A. In April, Austin Energy is running a Notice of Intent to 

Change Rates once a week for two weeks, both in English and Spanish languages, in the Austin-

American Statesman, El Mundo, and The Villager. The text of the newspaper notice is provided 

as Exhibit B.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7 See, Public Information Act, Government Code § 552.133. 
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Austin Energy published dedicated base rate review websites: austinenergy.com/go/rates 

and SpeakUpAustin.org/rates. Through these websites, Austin Energy provides resources in 

multiple languages (English, Spanish, Vietnamese, Arabic, Japanese, Simplified Chinese, Korean, 

French and Hindi) for Austin Energy customers learn about and get involved in the process. 

Finally, prior to the submission of the Base Rate Filing Package, Austin Energy presented 

an overview of the need for a base rate change to the EUC and City Council.8 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8 The Electric Utility Commission and the Council presentations were made on March 21, 2022 and April 5, 2022 

respectively. 

https://austinenergy.sharepoint.com/sites/RatesReview/Shared%20Documents/Narrative/austinenergy.com/go/rates
https://austinenergy.sharepoint.com/sites/RatesReview/Shared%20Documents/Narrative/speakupaustin.org/rates
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 Exhibit A: Notice of Intent to Change Rates – Austin Utilities Now 
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 Exhibit B-1: Notice of Intent to Change Rates – Newspaper Notice: 
English 
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 Exhibit B-2: Notice of Intent to Change Rates – Newspaper Notice: 
Spanish 
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4 REVENUE REQUIREMENT 

This chapter describes how Austin Energy calculated its revenue requirement. The 

revenue requirement represents the utility’s expenses and investments required to provide 

reliable electric service to customers and meet the utility’s operational requirements. To ensure 

that rates adequately recover costs, the utility examines historical expenditures, capital 

improvement requirements, and customer loads, which are adjusted for known and measurable 

changes that occur after the end of the Test Year and produce a revenue requirement under 

normalized conditions. Austin Energy’s rates will also reflect certain community and policy 

priorities, as determined by City Council, as well as accounting and financial standards and 

methods that apply to Municipally Owned Utilities (MOUs) like Austin Energy.  

Austin Energy’s revenue requirement complies with Austin Energy’s financial policies9 

and operational requirements. Meeting the utility’s revenue requirement is critical to ensuring 

the long-term financial health of the utility, which is one of the main objectives of this rate review.   

City Council adopts financial policies that govern Austin Energy’s requirements related to 

capital structure, funding sources, debt and debt service coverage, general fund transfer, and 

reserves. These financial policies are reviewed annually for compliance. Any changes to the 

policies must be approved by City Council during the annual budget process. These policies 

include financial targets intended to help the utility achieve sound credit ratings10 and meet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
9 Austin Energy’s financial policies are included in Appendix B. 
10 A credit rating evaluates the creditworthiness of an issuer of debt such as a business enterprise or a governmental 

body. A higher rating implies a less risky investment and will typically result in lower interest costs to the issuer. 
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industry benchmarks of financial health. In addition, these financial policies include bondholder 

protections and targets for debt service, liquidity, and reserves. Austin Energy has a fiduciary 

responsibility to its bondholders and customers to set rates that comply with the financial targets 

set forth in these policies.  

 Approach  

Austin Energy’s revenue requirement is developed using actual historical costs from the 

most recent fiscal year. Because a natural time lag exists between the end of the historical test 

year and the time when a Cost of Service Study is performed, it is common industry practice to 

adjust historical test year information based on current concrete knowledge available at the time 

of the study. These adjustments reflect changes in system costs, revenues, or customer 

composition that are “known and measurable.”11 Examples of known and measurable cost 

adjustments include new operating costs, adjustments of historical costs that have changed 

significantly, and removal of costs that are no longer relevant.12 Austin Energy’s budget facilitates 

certain known and measurable adjustments, such as personnel costs, equipment, or supply cost 

increases. These adjustments are made to historical accounting records to establish rates based 

on costs that reflect current operating conditions. Known and measurable adjustments are 

applied to historical financial results, resulting in an adjusted Test Year revenue requirement. 

Austin Energy also annualizes certain costs that were incurred for part of the historical year to 

reflect a full twelve months of operations.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
11 To make such an adjustment, the utility must show that 1) the adjustment is quantifiable and 2) the adjustment 

reflects an investment or expense that either is used and useful in the delivery of electric service or will become so prior to the 
effective date of the supporting rate structure. 

12 Examples include one-time events, abnormal weather or operating conditions, changes to costs since the completion 
of the fiscal year, or other events not reflected, or improperly reflected, in the historical year. 
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 For this base rate review, Austin Energy used audited financial records from October 1, 

2020 through September 30, 2021 (FY 2021). The adjustments to FY 2021 are provided in Table 

4-B. In FY 2021, Austin Energy’s overall revenue requirement was $1.2 billion and does not 

include the costs of non-electric services, such as district cooling or wholesale transmission 

costs.13  

 Cash Flow Methodology 

Austin Energy uses the cash flow methodology to develop the return component of its 

total revenue requirement. Under the cash flow method, the total revenue requirement includes 

the gross annual cash Austin Energy needs to operate, maintain, and capitalize the utility, 

including the cost of operations and maintenance, transfers and shared services, cash funded 

capital, funding for decommissioning obligations, replenishment of reserve funds (if needed), 

annual debt service payments on bonds, satisfying debt covenants and financial policies.  

For public power utilities like Austin Energy, the cash flow method is often used to 

develop the return component. Unlike an investor-owned utility, Austin Energy does not develop 

its revenue requirement to earn a profit for equity investors. Austin Energy’s use of the cash flow 

method enables it to meet its budget, contribute to the City of Austin’s general fund, service its 

debts, and address all other financial obligations. 

Consistent with Austin Energy’s financial policies, the revenue requirement includes:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
13 Non-electric services have revenue streams that recover operations and maintenance costs separate from base 

electric rates. These revenues are collected directly from customers who benefit from the specific service. Wholesale transmission 
costs are recovered through a separate transmission cost of service filing that is under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Public 
Utility Commission of Texas.  
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• reasonable operating and maintenance expenses;  

• debt service;  

• cash margins to fund capital projects;  

• annual deposits to replenish required reserves (if any);  

• general fund contribution to the City;  

• recognition of other revenues to be earned, such as new service connections; and,  

• all other financial obligations related to providing electric service. 

In the Cost of Service Study, Austin Energy follows the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC) Uniform System of Accounts for coding revenues, expenses, assets, and 

liabilities to accounts. While FERC accounting is required for all Investor-Owned Utilities (IOUs), 

it is not a regulatory requirement for most MOUs. Austin Energy’s use of FERC accounting 

represents industry best practice. The Cost of Service Study identifies expenses by FERC account 

and can be found in Appendix C.  

Key components of the revenue requirement calculation are described in subsections 

4.2.1 through 4.2.11. 

4.2.1 Operation and Maintenance Expenses 

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) expenses reflect all the costs required to operate and 

maintain the utility; provide efficient and reliable electric service to customers, including 

providing excellent customer service; and all maintenance and repair of utility assets. Austin 

Energy incurs O&M expenses for each of its four primary utility functions: Production, 

Transmission, Distribution, and Customer Service.  For Austin Energy, O&M expenses make up 

approximately 83 percent of the utility’s total revenue requirement. FERC accounting 

methodology categorizes O&M expenses into the following categories: 
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• Power Production14 — includes fuel, labor, routine maintenance, system control and 

dispatch of power plants, and purchased power expenses. 

• Transmission15 — includes labor and routine maintenance for transmission lines and 

transmission substations. 

• Distribution16 — includes labor and routine maintenance for overhead and 

underground distribution lines and circuitry, distribution substations, streetlights, 

service transformers, and meters. 

• Customer — includes meter reading, billing, collections, sales, advertising, customer 

assistance, and other customer service and communication activities. 

• Administrative and General (A&G) — includes salaries of general and administrative 

personnel, office supplies and expenses, insurance, outside services, injuries and 

damages, employee pensions and benefits, and other general expenses. Because 

Austin Energy is a department of the City, certain administrative and general support 

services are provided by the City. Austin Energy reimburses the City for these services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
14 Power Production refers to the generation of electricity. A portion of Austin Energy’s fixed production costs are 

recovered in base rates, and the remaining power production costs are recovered in the PSA.  
15 Transmission reflects the infrastructure by which electricity produced at power plants is transported over long 

distances to customers. The transmission function is defined as facilities operating at a voltage of 69,000 volts (69 kilovolts or kV) 
or higher. 

16 Distribution is the final stage in the delivery of electricity to customers and includes stepping down the service voltage 
to a level of usage that is safe for different customer types. On Austin Energy’s system, distribution equipment is generally 
operated at less than 69 kV and includes the electrical equipment that directly serves customers. 
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4.2.2 Depreciation Expenses and Amortization of Contributions in Aid 
of Construction 

Austin Energy’s financial policies require the inclusion of the annual depreciation 

expenses for its infrastructure and facilities, as well as amortization of Contributions in Aid of 

Construction (CIAC), in the revenue requirement calculation. 

Depreciation expenses reflect the use of an asset or group of assets over their estimated 

life.17 Depreciation expense does not represent an actual cash expense. Under the cash flow 

methodology, depreciation expense is a source of cash whereby the cash associated with this line 

item in the revenue requirement can be used to pay for Austin Energy’s other cash obligations, 

such as capital improvement projects, debt service, general fund transfers, or the funding of 

reserves. As a result, the cash generated from depreciation expense reduces other cash 

obligations of the utility, effectively netting this component to zero and removing it from the 

total revenue requirement determination. 

CIAC is the portion of customers’ total service-connection (or extension) costs that is 

charged directly to customers. Austin Energy amortizes these capital contributions over the life 

of the underlying asset. Similar to depreciation expenses, amortization of CIAC is a non-cash item 

in the revenue requirement. However, amortization of CIAC is applied as an offset to 

depreciation. In essence, it reflects the utility giving back the value of the contributed property 

to customers over the life of the assets contributed.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
17 For example, an asset with an estimated life of 30 years may have one-thirtieth (1/30 or 3.33 percent) of its original 

cost as an annual depreciation expense to reflect the age and value of the asset.   
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4.2.3 Capital Expenditures 

Austin Energy is a highly capital-intensive business due to the significant investment 

Austin Energy makes to develop and maintain utility-owned assets. To maintain high standards 

of system reliability, Austin Energy continuously upgrades and replaces infrastructure under its 

capital improvement plan (CIP). For example, during the most recent three fiscal years, Austin 

Energy spent an average of over $400 million per year on capital projects. Customers contributed 

an average of $44 million per year in the form of CIAC. Austin Energy funds the remainder through 

its capital improvement program with a combination of debt, reserves, and current cash margins 

generated from rates. Of the portion that Austin Energy funds annually, Austin Energy finances 

approximately 50 percent of capital expenditures from debt, and the remainder from cash. This 

treatment is consistent with the requirements of Austin Energy’s financial policies18 and City 

Council guidance. Financial policies are often influenced by the levels of cash funding of capital 

that are viewed as favorable by credit rating agencies.   

4.2.4 Debt  

Under current financial policies, Austin Energy pays for approximately 50 percent of 

utility-funded CIP expenses with cash and borrows the other 50 percent through its debt 

financing program. Austin Energy uses a combination of short- and long-term financial 

instruments to fund the debt portion of its CIP.  

For short-term financing, Austin Energy uses a commercial paper program through which 

the utility can borrow funds as needed to pay for capital projects.  The commercial paper program 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
18 See, Financial Policy No. 14 in Appendix B. 
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operates like a letter of credit a homeowner has with a bank. Typically, Austin Energy will borrow 

funds in smaller increments at very low interest rates over a 12-to-18-month period. Once Austin 

Energy accumulates approximately $200 million of short-term tax exempt debt and up to $100 

million taxable debt, Austin Energy converts the commercial paper into long-term debt.  

Austin Energy’s long-term debt is typically issued as electric utility revenue bonds, the 

repayment of which is guaranteed by Austin Energy’s annual revenues. Per financial policy, the 

term of Austin Energy’s long-term debt generally does not exceed 30 years because Austin Energy 

cannot finance capital projects beyond their useful life. Austin Energy’s revenue requirement 

calculation includes both annual debt service expenses, like principal and interest payments 

associated with long-term debt, and the interest expenses related to short-term commercial 

paper borrowing.  

Per financial policy,19 Austin Energy must target a debt service coverage ratio20 of not less 

than 2.0x on electric utility revenue bonds to maintain its ‘AA’ credit rating. Traditionally, utilities 

with lower debt ratios and higher debt service coverage ratios have received higher credit ratings.  

Higher credit ratings result in lower borrowing costs for the utility, a savings that can be passed 

on to customers through lower annual debt service payments. In addition, a 2.0x coverage ratio 

aligns with debt service coverage ratios of other public power utilities across the country. 

According to Fitch Ratings’ 2021 US Public Power Peer Review, public power utilities with an ‘AA’ 

rating have a median debt service coverage ratio of 2.39x. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
19 See, Financial Policy No. 6 in Appendix B. 
20 Debt service coverage ratio is the ratio of cash available for servicing interest, principal, and lease payments to the 

total annual debt payments the utility is required to make. 
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4.2.5 Internally Generated Funds for Construction21 

Austin Energy pays with cash the costs associated with the utility-funded CIP that is not 

funded by debt. The revenue requirement includes cash generated by rate revenues to fund this 

obligation, referred to as “internally generated funds for construction.” In Austin Energy’s 

revenue requirement, capital improvement projects funded with current cash are included in the 

cash margin calculation as discussed in subsection 4.2.7. 

4.2.6 General Fund Transfer 

Consistent with standard practice among MOUs and Texas Government Code subsection 

1502.059, Austin Energy transfers a percentage of revenues to the City. Austin Energy makes 

transfers to the City’s general fund in lieu of paying franchise fees, taxes, dividends; and also in 

lieu of earning a return on investment. The transfer payment from Austin Energy to the City is 

invested directly back into the local community, rather than flowing to outside investors, which 

is a benefit to residents in Austin and those in surrounding communities. 

Per City policy,22 Austin Energy pays an annual General Fund Transfer to the City, in an 

amount not to exceed 12 percent of Austin Energy’s three-year average revenues minus PSA 

revenues and district cooling revenues.23 The General Fund Transfer included in Austin Energy’s 

request is $121 million.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
21 In some attached reports, this line item may be referred to as “Capital Paid.” 
22 See, Financial Policy No. 13 in Appendix B. 
23 The General Fund Transfer is calculated using the current year estimate and the previous two years’ actual revenues 

and power supply costs from the City's Comprehensive Annual Financial Report. 
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4.2.7 Cash Margin 

The cash margin represents Austin Energy’s remaining cash needs after all other sources 

of funding are considered. The cash margin calculation considers sources and uses of cash. Cash 

sources include depreciation expense net of amortized CIAC, as well as interest and dividend 

income and CIAC. Cash uses include debt service, the General Fund Transfer, internally generated 

cash for construction, and decommission funding as well as required contributions to reserves (if 

any).  

As shown in Table 4-A, the Test Year 2021 required cash margin is $197,268,716. 

Table 4-A : Cash Margin Calculation  

Item FY 2021 Adjustments TY 2021 
Cash Sources    

Depreciation & Amortization ($) 268,470,823 (121,705,123) 146,765,700 
CIAC ($) 41,398,937 2,229,044 43,627,981 
Interest and Dividend Income ($) 2,966,885 1,303,431 4,270,316 
Cash Sources Total ($) 312,836,645 (118,172,648) 194,663,996 

    
Cash Uses    

Debt Service ($) 159,561,089 (16,446,019) 143,115,070 
Non-Nuclear Decommissioning ($) 8,000,000 - 8,000,000 
General Fund Transfer ($) 114,000,000 7,000,000 121,000,000 
Internally Generated Funds for 
Construction ($) 198,693,044 (78,875,402) 119,817,642 

Cash Uses Total ($) 480,254,133 (88,321,421) 391,932,712 
    

Required Cash Margin ($) 167,417,488 29,851,228 197,268,716 

4.2.8 Other Expenses 

Other expenses represent a relatively small amount of the revenue requirement. This is 

in part because Austin Energy’s most significant other expense, district cooling, is a non-utility 

expense that Austin Energy removes from the revenue requirement. All direct and indirect non-

utility operations expenses have been removed from the revenue requirement in this rate 

review. 
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4.2.9 Revenue Requirement Offsets 

The revenue requirement is the total level of annual revenues Austin Energy needs to 

operate and serve its customers at the Test Year level of sales. The total revenue requirement 

includes expenses that are not recovered through Austin Energy’s base rates. Instead, Austin 

Energy collects some costs through miscellaneous service charges and monthly “pass-through” 

charges, which are under standalone rate riders and are set to recover specific costs on a dollar-

for-dollar basis. The objective of the cost study in this rate review is to calculate the base revenue 

requirement, which is the level of costs that must be recovered through base rates. Costs that 

are recovered outside base rates are not part of this rate review. 

4.2.10 Other Revenue 

To develop the base revenue requirement, miscellaneous other revenues such as pole 

rental revenues are subtracted. Other revenue sources include but are not limited to connection 

charges, equipment rentals, service charges, and maintenance agreements. 

4.2.11 Pass-Through Items 

Consistent with Austin Energy’s historical practice, rates under Austin Energy’s pass-

through cost recovery mechanisms are adjusted during the annual budget process. Austin Energy 

has the following pass-through charges, none of which is being reviewed in this Base Rate Review 

Process:  

• Power Supply Adjustment Charge – This charge recovers all net fuel and purchased 

power costs and is billed to customers based on total monthly amount of electricity 

consumed.   

• Regulatory Charge – This charge recovers the costs Austin Energy incurs as a 

distribution service provider to receive transmission grid service to deliver power to 
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Austin Energy’s retail customers, as well as the Electric Reliability Council of Texas 

(ERCOT) and the Texas Reliability Entity24 fees. 

• Community Benefit Charges – These charges recover costs associated with funding 

service area street lighting,25 CAP, and Austin Energy’s Energy Efficiency Service 

programs.   

 Test Year Adjustments 

Austin Energy has made several adjustments to the FY 2021 data to reflect known and 

measurable changes, to normalize operations, and including annualization of financial and 

operating conditions. Adjustments consider costs and revenues that are influenced by one-time 

events, abnormal operating conditions, changes to costs since completion of the fiscal year, or 

other events not reflected in the FY 2021 financial data. Adjustments related to changes in cost 

structure, customers, or other factors are limited to items that are known, measurable, and in-

service by the time rates become effective. Table 4-B lists the adjustments made to FY 2021 

financial results by major categories for both revenue and expense, where positive amounts raise 

the revenue requirement and negative amounts (those in parentheses) lower the revenue 

requirement. Adjustments that have no effect on the revenue requirement are generally 

reflective of the transfer of dollars between FERC accounts and are not shown in Table 4-B, but 

can be reviewed in Appendix  C, which provides a summary of the adjustments by FERC account 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
24 Texas Reliability Entity (Texas RE) is a non-profit corporation that is the Regional Entity for the ERCOT interconnection, 

pursuant to its Delegation Agreement with the North American Electric Reliability Corporation, which was approved by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Texas RE’s mission is to assure effective and efficient reduction of risks to the reliability 
and security of the bulk power system within the ERCOT Interconnection.   

25 The pass-through charge for Service Area Lighting is assessed only to customers inside the City limits and is designed 
to recover the cost associated with providing street light service within the City of Austin. 
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and a description.26 Supporting documentation for these adjustments is included in the cost of 

service model in the form of work papers, which include the calculations and assumptions used 

to determine the adjustments. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
26 See, Schedule D and associated work papers in Appendix C: Austin Energy 2021 Electric System Rate Study. 
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Table 4-B: Test Year 2021 Adjustments by Major Revenue Requirement Category 

 Adjustment O&M 
Depreciation 

& 
Amortization 

Debt 
Service Margin Other 

Expenses 

Other 
(Non-Rate) 

Revenue 

Total 
Adjustment 

1 South Texas Project 596,224 - - - - - 596,224 

2 Sand Hill Energy Center 3,150,109 - - - - - 3,150,109 

3 Add Unvouchered AP to 
EE 247,278 - - - - - 247,278 

4 City Services (946,935) - - - - - (946,935) 
5 Labor and GAAP (55,636,585) - - - - - (55,636,585) 
6 Decker Steam Units (2,564,471) - - - - - (2,564,471) 
7 Uncollectible Accounts (7,837,013) - - - - - (7,837,013) 
8 Town Lake Center (1,178,610) - - - - - (1,178,610) 
9 Rate Case Expense 597,000 - - - - - 597,000 

10 Transmission by Others (3,690,960) - - - - - (3,690,960) 
11 Grant Consolidation (67,801) - - - - - (67,801) 
12 Heavy Equipment Lease 7,471,233 - - - - - 7,471,233 
13 Insurance 821,335 - - - - - 821,335 
14 Call Center Staffing 5,382,525 - - - - - 5,382,525 
15 Call Center Software 1,049,194 - - - - - 1,049,194 

16 Vegetation 
Management 7,443,505 - - - - - 7,443,505 

17 Benefits of CAP 
Revenue (5,131,758) - - - - - (5,131,758) 

18 Debt Service - - 1,396,488 - - - 1,396,488 
19 General Fund Transfer - - - 7,000,000 - - 7,000,000 

20 Internally Generated 
Funds for Construction - - - (66,616,839) - - (66,616,839) 

21 Interest Income - - - (1,303,431) - - (1,303,431) 
22 CIAC - - - (2,229,044) - - (2,229,044) 
23 Remove Nacogdoches - (111,743,752) - 111,743,752 (16,442,387) - (16,442,387) 
24 Non-Electric (829,067) (9,961,371) (17,842,507) (2,297,192) (18,713,593) 29,890,394 (19,753,336) 

25 Transfer In for CIAC and 
Austin Water CAP - - - - 6,204,246 - 6,204,246 

26 Loss on Disposal - - - - 163,792 - 163,792 

27 Transmission Service 
Revenue - - - - - (8,382,871) (8,382,871) 

28 Facilities Rentals - - - - - 1,836,826 1,836,826 
29 Treated Coal Revenues - - - - - 3,731,532 3,731,532 

 Total (51,124,797) (121,705,123) (16,446,019) 46,297,246 (28,787,942) 27,075,881 (144,690,754) 

 

1. South Texas Project (STP) – STP’s maintenance schedule includes periodic over-haul 

expenses which occur every third year. A three-year average is necessary to capture these 

recurring, but uneven, contract costs.   
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2. Sand Hill Energy Center (SHEC) – Like STP, the maintenance contract for SHEC includes 

periodic over-haul expenses every third year. Thus, a three-year average is necessary to 

capture these recurring, but uneven contract costs.   

3. Add Unvouchered Accounts Payable – The financials used to develop the revenue 

requirement did not capture some accounts payable related to the Energy Efficiency 

program. Thus, these costs were added to the revenue requirement.   

4. City Services – Austin Energy transfers funds to the City for its share of services such as 

the City Fleet Department, Law Department and Administrative Support and 

Communications and Technology Management. Thus, the FY 2022 funding for these 

programs is known and measurable so these program costs were decreased in the Test 

Year to reflect the FY 2022 amounts.   

5. Labor and GAAP – An adjustment was made to increase labor costs to reflect the 2.0 

percent pay raise provided to Austin Energy employees, which aligns the Test Year labor 

costs with the current payroll. However, this increase in labor costs was more than offset 

by the recognition of unfunded pension and other post-employment benefits (OPEB) 

expenses. Since Austin Energy did not set aside the cash for these obligations, they were 

removed from the Test Year revenue requirement under the cash basis.   

6. Decker Creek Steam Units – As of March 31, 2022, the two gas-fired steam turbine 

generating units constructed between 1967 and 1971 at Decker Creek Power Station were 

retired, so the costs associated with the operation of these units were removed from the 

Test Year.27   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
27 The four gas-fired turbines at Decker Creek Power Station will continue operations.  
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7. Uncollectible Accounts – A portion of the uncollectible accounts in FY 2021 was related 

to a non-recurring event. Thus, this portion of the uncollectible accounts was removed 

from the Test Year.   

8. Town Lake Center – Austin Energy’s headquarters was formerly housed at the Town Lake 

Center property. Given that Austin Energy has moved its headquarters to a new location 

in the Mueller development, the costs associated with the Town Lake Center property 

were removed from the Test Year.   

9. Rate Case Expense – Austin Energy intends to recover its rate case expenses over three 

years. Thus, the annualized cost of the rate case was added to the Test Year revenue 

requirement.   

10. Transmission by Others – The cost of transmission by others (captured in FERC 565) was 

estimated based on the sum of 2021 access fees (or “Postage Stamp Rate”) from Public 

Utility Commission of Texas Docket No. 51612 and Austin Energy’s ERCOT average 4CP in 

the same docket. No transmission-related costs are recovered through base rates.    

11. Grant Consolidation – A small portion of supervision expenses associated with the Energy 

Efficiency program are funded from a grant. Thus, the portion of this cost that is grant-

funded was removed from the Test Year.   

12. Heavy Equipment Lease – The cost of leasing heavy equipment was updated to reflect a 

three-year average of lease payments on existing equipment.   

13. Insurance – The cost of certain insurance programs was updated to reflect the current 

cost in the Test Year.   

14. Call Center Staffing – Austin Energy signed a new contract for staffing the Call Center in 

2022. An adjustment was made to reflect the current cost in the Test Year.   

15. Call Center Software – The incremental cost of new cloud-based software for use by the 

Call Center was included in the Test Year.   

16. Vegetation Management – The annualized cost of new contracts for vegetation 

management was included in the Test Year.   

17. Benefits of CAP Revenue – Funding for CAP weatherization and a portion of "Plus 1" and 

CAP Arrears Management was funded from revenues generated from the CAP 
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Community Benefit pass-through charges. Thus, the relevant costs for these programs 

funded from this source were removed from the Test Year so they would not also be 

recovered in base rates. Further, the cost of CAP assistance for Austin Water shows up in 

Austin Energy’s expenses because this program is administered by Austin Energy, so the 

expense was removed from the Test Year.  

18. Debt Service – The debt service in the Test Year was updated to reflect the FY 2022 debt 

service obligations of existing debt under the accrual basis.   

19. General Fund Transfer – This was updated for the Test Year to equal the level indicated 

by the revenue requirement—namely, 12 percent of non-PSA revenue.   

20. Internally Generated Funds for Construction – The Test Year amount of internally 

generated funds for construction was based on a three-year average of capital spending 

from FY 2019 through FY 2021 with costs related to the Nacogdoches Generating Facility 

and the new Austin Energy headquarters in Mueller removed. Then, the Austin Energy 

funded portion of this amount (i.e., the amount not from CIAC) was set to 50 percent cash 

funded, consistent with the City’s financial policies.   

21. Interest Income – The non-cash portion of interest income was removed (increasing the 

amount of interest income in the Test Year).  

22. Contribution in Aid of Construction (CIAC) – Similar to internally generated funds for 

construction, the amount of CIAC in the Test Year was based on a three-year average of 

CIAC from FY 2019 through FY 2021.   

23. Nacogdoches Generating Facility – The accelerated depreciation associated with the 

Nacogdoches Generating Facility was removed from the depreciation expense, which also 

equally impacted the cash margin requirement (since depreciation, as a non-cash 

expense, acts as a source of funding for the return calculation). Further, the non-cash 

amortization of the acquisition of the Nacogdoches Generating Facility was also removed 

from Other Expenses.   

24. Non-Electric – All facets of the non-electric operations (i.e., district cooling) were removed 

from the Test Year.   
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25. Transfer in for CIAC and Austin Water CAP – An adjustment was made to Other Expenses 

to normalize the CIAC transfer from other City departments and to remove the payment 

from Austin Water for its share of CAP assistance. The cost of CAP assistance for Austin 

Water shows up in Austin Energy’s expenses because this program is administered by 

Austin Energy, but the expense was removed from the Test Year (see adjustment 17), so 

that neither the cost nor the corresponding funding from Austin Water shows up in the 

Test Year.   

26. Loss on Disposal – The loss on disposal of assets was adjusted so the Test Year equals a 

three-year average from FY 2019 through FY 2021.   

27. Transmission Service Revenue – Assumed revenue from the regulated transmission 

function was increased to equal the identified cost of service for the Test Year.   

28. Facilities Rentals – The Test Year revenue from facilities rentals was reduced in the Test 

Year to reflect a change in rental revenue from a particular customer.   

29. Treated Coal Revenues – The Test Year revenue associated with treated coal was reduced 

to reflect the end of this revenue on December 31, 2021.  

4.3.1 Test Year Revenue Requirement 

As detailed in Table 4-C, the total Test Year 2021 revenue requirement is the sum of total 

O&M expenses, depreciation and amortization, margin, and other expenses less miscellaneous 

non-base rate revenue. In Table 4-A, the test year margin requirement reflects an amount that 

takes into consideration the difference between the cash sources28 and cash uses.29 Given this 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
28 Sources of cash include depreciation and amortization, CIAC, and investment income. 
29 Uses of cash include cash capital improvements, General Fund Transfer, debt service, non-nuclear decommissioning 

and required contributions to reserves (if any). 
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calculation, the Test Year 2021 base revenue requirement is approximately $686.8 million. The 

revenue requirement reasonably reflects the utility’s ongoing operating costs.  
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Table 4-C : Test Year 2021 Revenue Requirement 

      FY 2021 Adjustments TY 2021 
Operation and Maintenance Expense 

 Production     414,861,254 26,287,577 441,148,830 

 Transmission     174,280,735 (5,986,958) 168,293,778 

 Distribution     80,262,496 6,002,335 86,264,830 

 Customer     96,806,582 (41,336,085) 55,470,497 

 Admin & General     272,051,843 (38,611,977) 233,439,866 

 Total O&M     1,038,262,910 (53,645,109) 984,617,801 

         Depreciation & Amortization 268,470,823 (121,705,123) 146,765,700 

Margin 167,417,488 29,851,228 197,268,716 

Other Expense 35,190,425 (26,267,631) 8,922,794 

Non-Rate Revenue (171,511,285) 27,075,880 (144,435,404) 

Revenue Requirement 1,337,830,361 (144,690,754) 1,193,139,607 

    Pass-Through Costs    

 Recoverable Fuel and Purchased Power (w/o Fixed Nacogdoches Costs)  272,844,778 

 Nacogdoches O&M 13,420,509 

 Nacogdoches Debt Service 42,967,242 

 Transmission by Others 119,767,164 

 ERCOT Administration Fees 8,425,351 

 Energy Efficiency Program 26,649,169 

 Green Building Program 2,840,901 

 Solar Rebate Program 1,255,630 

 Service Area Lighting (SAL)  18,125,371 

 Total Pass-Through Costs 506,296,114 

Base Rate Revenue Requirement 686,843,493 

  Base Revenue Under Current Rates (normalized) 638,623,744 

Deficiency/(Surplus):  

 $       48,219,749 

 %       7.6 

 
The first column describes the major cost components of utility operations. The second 

column, labeled “FY 2021,” shows the revenue required to meet cost components ($1.3 billion).  

Information in the third column, labeled “Adjustments,” shows changes made to the revenue 
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requirement for known and measurable adjustments. These adjustments reduce the 2021 

revenue requirement by $144.7 million. The last column, labeled “TY 2021,” shows the adjusted 

revenue requirement to meet the adjusted cost components ($1.2 billion) and the amount of 

revenue that should be collected through various pass-through charges. This last column also 

shows the base revenue requirement, the estimated base revenues under current rates, and a 

revenue deficit for Test Year 2021.   

Table 4-C shows approximately $638.6 million would be expected to be generated 

annually given Austin Energy’s existing rates. This results in current rates collecting revenues 

below costs by approximately $48.2 million, or 7.6 percent. 

 Conclusion 

The revenue requirement analysis results indicate Austin Energy’s current base rates 

generate insufficient revenues to recover the costs of operation, maintenance, and other 

financial obligations. The overall system base rate revenue should be increased by approximately 

$48.2 million, or 7.6 percent. At this level, we anticipate that revenues will be sufficient to meet 

operation and maintenance expenses, debt service and debt service coverage, planned capital 

improvement expenditures, City transfers, decommissioning funding and required contributions 

to reserves (if any).  
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5 COST ALLOCATION  

After determining the utility’s total cost of service, the cost of service is allocated to 

customer classes based on how each class uses electricity and the resulting demands placed upon 

the electric infrastructure. This process attempts to distribute costs as accurately as possible 

based on how much it costs Austin Energy to serve each customer class. The following chapter 

describes the technical process of allocating the cost of service to the various customer classes 

and the results from Austin Energy’s analysis.   

 Background 

The cost allocation process distributes the utility’s total cost of service by utilizing cost 

allocation methodologies commonly used in the utility industry, and in accordance with generally 

accepted practices. These methodologies and practices are recognized by the American Public 

Power Association (APPA), the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners 

(NARUC), the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA), and consistent with the 

Public Utility Regulatory Act (PURA).   

Austin Energy completed an unbundled cost of service study, meaning that costs were 

first separated into business functions, and then allocated to customer classes. The fully allocated 

cost of service analysis shows what share of the revenue requirement each customer class should 

be responsible for if it were assigned the full cost of providing service to that class, and whether 

the class is over or under-paying for electric service under current rates. The analysis enables 

Austin Energy to determine and adjust charges and to develop rates based on the way in which 
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the utility incurs these costs and how they apply to each customer class.30 The unbundled cost 

of service analysis includes three general steps: 

1. “Functionalization” separates expenses into major categories based on the utility’s 

primary business functions, which for Austin Energy are generation (or “production”), 

transmission, distribution, and customer service. 

2. “Classification” (or “Subfunctionalization”) further separates the functionalized costs 

simultaneously into (a) cost classifications based on the general type of activity that 

causes the costs, and (b) sub-functions which are sub-divisions within each business 

function. Cost Classifications are customer-related,31 demand-related,32 and energy-

related.33 Costs may be directly assigned to specific sub-functions, such as City-owned 

lighting.    

3. Class Allocation attributes the functionalized and classified costs to individual customer 

classes based on cost causation. Costs unique to a specific customer class are directly 

assigned to that customer class. Costs that cannot be directly assigned are allocated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
30 Unbundling rates create opportunities for analysis and to explore new rate options for customer classes. 
31 Customer-related costs reflect the minimum amount of fixed costs (i.e., equipment and service) the utility needs to 

supply for customers to access the utility system. These are the cost of meters, service drops, meter reading, meter maintenance, 
and billing. These are costs that vary with the addition or subtraction of customers. These costs do not vary with usage; therefore, 
these costs are properly considered customer-related costs rather than demand-related costs or energy-related costs. 

32 Demand, or capacity, costs are those costs associated with designing, installing, and operating the system to meet 
maximum hourly electric load requirements. Electric systems must be sized to meet peak requirements, even though average 
daily usages are below peak levels. Otherwise, the system would not be adequate to serve customers’ demand for electricity on 
peak days. Accordingly, while these structures or units may not be fully utilized at all times, they must be designed and installed 
to meet the maximum peak demand that the utility plans to serve. 

33 Energy-related costs are those costs that vary with the amount of electricity sold to or transmitted for, customers. 
Costs related to supply are classified as energy-related to the extent they vary with the amount of electricity purchased or 
generated by the utility for its customers. 
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among classes based on the activities that cause the costs, such as peak demand on a 

substation.  

Customer classes exist because different types of customers use the system differently.  

Cost of service principles generally require customer classification to be based on the similarities 

in load characteristics of groups of consumers. For instance, the cost to deliver electricity to a 

very large industrial customer is different than the cost to deliver electricity to a home. The 

industrial customer may receive power from a single large power line that extends directly from 

a substation, while homes receive their electricity through an extensive network of power lines 

which represents greater infrastructure costs to build and maintain. Therefore, the cost 

allocation process seeks to allocate the cost of service among the different customer classes in 

an equitable manner, based on the nature of the underlying costs and for each class the activities 

of customers in that class that drive the costs.  

The following sections describe each of the steps in the cost allocation process, provide 

proposals for allocating costs to customers, and summarize the results of Austin Energy’s cost of 

service study based on the Test Year 2021 revenue requirement and the proposed cost allocation 

methodologies. More detailed information on the results is provided in Schedule G and 

associated work papers. 

 Functionalization 

The first step in Austin Energy’s cost allocation is to separate the total cost of service into 

functions — production, transmission, distribution, and customer service — a process that 

effectively unbundles these costs. Table 5-A summarizes the distinctive characteristics of each of 

Austin Energy’s functions.  
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Table 5-A : Major Functions of Austin Energy 

Function Market Environment Key Drivers 
Production Competitive Availability and Low Cost 

Transmission Regulated by PUCT System Reliability and Open Access 

Distribution 
Locally Regulated by the 

COA 
System Reliability 

Customer 

Service 

Locally Regulated by the 

COA 

Customer Satisfaction and 

Responsiveness 

Cost assignment by function falls into two general categories: direct assignments and 

derived allocations. Costs that are readily identifiable to a specific utility function are directly 

assigned to that function. For example, fuel is an expense solely related to the production 

function and is directly assigned to that function. 

Derived allocators are allocation factors based on the sum, average, or weighted effect of 

amounts that have been directly assigned or allocated in prior steps in the analysis. Derived 

allocators can be complex but should reflect the logical answer to the question: “What underlying 

activities drive the cost of this item?” For example, administrative expenses are associated with 

the management and operation of all utility functions and are incurred to serve each function.  

Many administrative activities are associated with the management of utility staff, and these 

expenses are generally allocated to each function based on labor cost, which can be measured 

by the “level of effort”34 by function. The Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT) has 

established guidelines on the allocation of administrative costs in required Transmission Cost of 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
34 Measures of the level of effort include employee salaries and the number of employees. 
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Service (TCOS) filings; and, in general, Austin Energy developed the derived allocators used in this 

cost of service study in accordance with these guidelines.  

Using this approach, the Test Year 2021 revenue requirement was unbundled into the 

four functional areas. The results of this unbundling are summarized in Table 5-B. 

Table 5-B: Unbundled Test Year 2021 Revenue Requirement  

 Amount ($) Average $ / 
MWh % of Total 

Production 621,709,417 46.6 52.1 

Transmission 119,767,164 9.0 10.0 

Distribution 291,587,342 21.8 24.4 

Customer Service 160,075,684 12.0 13.4 

Revenue Requirement 1,193,139,607 89.4 100.0 

5.2.1 Production Function 

The energy generated by Austin Energy is sold to the ERCOT market and serves as a 

physical and financial hedge against ERCOT market price fluctuations for power. Austin Energy 

must purchase from ERCOT all the power necessary to serve its own customers. The hedge works 

because, as prices for power in the ERCOT market increase, at times so do revenues paid to Austin 

Energy for sales to ERCOT, mitigating the impact on Austin Energy’s customers. The generation 

hedge provides a direct benefit to Austin Energy’s customers by shielding them from high price 

spikes in the ERCOT wholesale market.  

The value of Austin Energy’s portfolio of generation as a hedge was illustrated during 

Winter Storm Uri. While there were challenges during this storm event, the overall operation of 

Austin Energy’s generation resources shielded Austin Energy customers from some of the most 

serious financial hardships that impacted many customers in other parts of the ERCOT region. 

Austin Energy’s PSA charge, which is not part of this base rate review, was reduced last fall to 

reflect generation revenues Austin Energy earned during the storm. Winter Storm Uri is not a 

driver of this base rate review.  
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Sub-Functionalization 

The utility’s variable production costs are recovered through the sale of energy into the 

ERCOT wholesale market. Austin Energy then passes this revenue on to customers through the 

PSA.35 However, revenues from sales into the ERCOT wholesale market do not offset base-rate 

costs associated with Austin Energy’s generation. Instead, revenues from off-system sales offset 

PSA costs. Austin Energy recovers fixed costs for its power production through base retail rates 

assigned to its customers; the production function is used to appropriately assign the fixed 

operating costs to the appropriate customer classes. These fixed production costs are classified 

as demand-related because they do not vary based on the amount of energy generated.  

5.2.2 Transmission Function 

Austin Energy delivers electricity to homes and businesses through a series of 

transmission and distribution lines. While ERCOT oversees the operation of the transmission 

system, Austin Energy owns and operates a portion of the transmission grid, including 

transmission lines and substations. Austin Energy also owns and operates its own local 

distribution system.   

The PUCT has exclusive jurisdiction over rates, terms and conditions for the provision of 

wholesale transmission services. The PUCT sets the rate Austin Energy is paid by those who use 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
35  The PSA is calculated each year based on the expected net ERCOT wholesale market settlements, anticipated fuel 

expenditures, and net costs associated with Austin Energy’s Power Purchase Agreements.  These items are totaled together, 
adjusted for any over-or under-recovery from the prior year’s PSA revenues, and then allocated to customer classes.  This base 
rate review does not address the calculation of the PSA because this issue is addressed by the Austin City Council each year during 
the budget process. 
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Austin Energy’s portion of the transmission system, and the rate Austin Energy pays as its share 

of statewide transmission costs to serve its load. Transmission costs are recovered through the 

Regulatory Charge. Thus, there is no part of the transmission function that has any impact or 

relevance to the base rates being set in this proceeding.   

5.2.3 Distribution Function 

Distribution facilities connect customers to the transmission grid, delivering the 

generated and transmitted power to the customers meeting their electric demands. Austin 

Energy connects the ERCOT transmission grid to more than 520,000 customer accounts through 

the local distribution power grid using over 12,000 miles of distribution lines. The distribution 

function includes all costs associated with operating and maintaining the distribution system, 

including capital expenses. This function also encompasses all the distribution lines and 

substations, transformers, and poles, as well as primary and secondary conductors and meters 

and installations on customer premises.  

Sub-Functionalization 

Distribution costs were sub-functionalized based on voltage delivery and other customer 

infrastructure requirements. Specifically, the distribution function was sub-functionalized as 

follows: 

• Primary — Substations, Poles, and Conductors; 

• Secondary — Poles and Conductors; 

• Transformers; 

• Services; 

• Load Dispatch; 

• Meters; and, 

• City-Owned Lighting. 

These sub-functions represent utility infrastructure used to provide customers with 

adequate and reliable electric service. The results of the functionalization and sub-
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functionalization of distribution are summarized in Table 5-C, and the detailed results can be 

found in Schedule G and associated work papers. 

Table 5-C: Test Year 2021 Distribution Function Revenue Requirement 

 Amount ($) 
Primary — Substations, Poles, and Conductors 171,005,736 

Secondary — Poles and Conductors 37,912,454 

Transformers 28,031,876 

Services (1,636,695) 

Load Dispatch 23,201,090 

Meters 12,958,299 

City-Owned Lighting 20,114,582 

Distribution Function Revenue Requirement 291,587,342 

5.2.4 Customer Service Function 

The customer service function includes all aspects of operations needed to meet 

customer support requirements. There are many separate business functions within Austin 

Energy’s customer service function, which include customer accounting (billing and collections), 

customer service, meter reading, and key accounts.  

Sub-Functionalization 

Customer service costs were sub-functionalized as follows: 

• Customer Accounting; 

• Customer Service; 

• Meter Reading; 
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• Uncollectibles;36 

• Key Accounts; and, 

• Economic Development. 

The results of the functionalization and sub-functionalization of customer service are 

summarized in Table 5-D, and the detailed results can be found in Schedule G and associated 

work papers. 

Table 5-D: Test Year 2021 Customer Service Function Revenue Requirement 

 Amount ($) 
Customer Accounting  58,567,893 

Customer Service 51,721,939 

Meter Reading 26,873,872 

Uncollectibles 7,674,607 

Key Accounts  5,884,349 

Economic Development  9,353,024 

Customer Service Function Revenue Requirement 160,075,684 

 Classification 

Austin Energy classifies costs to identify expenses by their underlying nature. Drivers of 

cost, such as energy, peak demand, and customer service needs, inform the decisions that Austin 

Energy makes when allocating costs and designing rates. Typical cost classifications include 

demand-related costs that vary with customer peak usage or demand level (measured in kW), 

energy-related costs that vary with the amount of energy consumed by a customer (measured in 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
36 Uncollectibles can also be referred to as “bad debt.” 
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kWh), customer-related costs (measured in number of customers), and revenue-related costs 

(measured by revenue requirement). Additionally, some costs can be directly assigned to a 

customer or customer class.  

Generally, production costs are classified as either demand-related or energy-related. 

Transmission costs are typically classified as demand related. Distribution costs are classified as 

either demand-related or customer-related with some direct assignments. Customer service 

costs are generally classified as customer related.   

5.3.1 Demand-Related Costs 

From an accounting standpoint, demand-related costs are considered fixed costs because 

they do not vary with consumption. Demand-related costs are associated with the production, 

transmission, and distribution systems and represent the costs of meeting the overall electric 

demand on Austin Energy’s system. Thus, demand-related costs are assigned to each customer 

class based on the class contribution to system demand.  

For cost allocation purposes, class demands are measured at different points on the 

system and also at different times for different functions. For the production function, Austin 

Energy is concerned with making generation available during the ERCOT system peak throughout 

the year; therefore, to allocate demand costs to each customer class, Austin Energy calculates 

each customer class’s contribution to ERCOT peak demand in each month of the year. For the 

transmission function, the PUCT has determined that the transmission grid is built to meet the 

peak demands during the summer months of June, July, August, and September; therefore, class 

demands coincident with ERCOT system peak summer demands, known as “4CP demands,” are 
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used to allocate transmission costs to each customer class.37 The distribution function is 

concerned with meeting localized demands; therefore, class maximum demands are used to 

allocate distribution costs. Finally, for individual customers, Austin Energy is concerned with the 

maximum demand that the specific customer places on the system. These demands are 

significant cost drivers for Austin Energy’s capital expenses, including debt. 

5.3.2 Energy-Related Costs 

Energy-related costs are expenses that vary with electricity consumption. The most 

significant energy-related costs incurred by Austin Energy are fuel and energy market costs. Fuel 

and energy market costs are directly related to the amount of electricity consumed by Austin 

Energy’s customers. The costs of coal, natural gas, renewable contracts, nuclear fuel expenses, 

and purchases from the ERCOT wholesale market are all considered energy-related costs. Austin 

Energy does not recover any energy-related costs in base rates (although Austin Energy does 

recover some fixed costs through energy charges).38    

5.3.3 Customer-Related Costs 

Customer-related costs are expenses that reflect the minimum amount of fixed costs that 

the utility needs to supply for customers to access the utility system. These are the cost of meters, 

service drops, meter reading, meter maintenance, and billing. These costs vary with the addition 

or subtraction of customers, not usage. Therefore, they are properly considered customer-

related costs, not demand-related or energy-related costs.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
37 This approach is also consistent with the rules of the Public Utility Commission of Texas in computing transmission 

rates across the transmission service providers operating in ERCOT. See, PUCT Substantive Rule § 25.192(b). 
38 Energy-related costs are recovered through the PSA, which is not affected by any adjustment to base rates. 
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5.3.4 Revenue-Related Costs 

Revenue-related costs are costs that vary with the amount of revenue generated by the 

utility. For example, Austin Energy’s General Fund Transfer is a revenue-related cost because the 

transfer calculation is tied to the utility’s revenues. Thus, the unbundling process classifies the 

General Fund Transfer across all functions and sub-functions based on revenue.   

5.3.5 Direct Assignments 

Costs that can be readily attributed to a particular customer or customer class are directly 

assigned to that customer or class. For example, distribution assets associated with Austin 

Energy-owned lighting were directly assigned to the applicable lighting customer classes. 

5.3.6 Cost Classification Results 

In summary, production costs are classified as demand-related and energy-related. All 

transmission costs and most distribution costs are classified as demand-related. A small portion 

of distribution costs related to meters are classified as customer-related and an additional 

amount is directly assigned to applicable lighting customer classes. All customer service costs are 

classified as customer-related. These numeric results are included in Table 5-E with more detailed 

results in Schedule G and associated work papers. 

Table 5-E: Test Year 2021 Revenue Requirement Cost Classification 

 Demand Energy Customer Direct 
Assignment 1 Total 

Production 253,278,778 337,684,939 - 30,745,700 621,709,417 

Transmission 119,767,164 - - - 119,767,164 

Distribution 258,514,460 - 12,958,299 20,114,582 291,587,342 

Customer Service - - 160,075,684 - 160,075,684 

Total 631,560,402 337,684,939 173,033,983 50,860,282 1,193,139,607 

Percent of Total 52.9% 28.3% 14.5% 4.3% 100.0% 

Notes: 
1. The Distribution direct assignment is related to lighting and the Production direct assignment is related to 

Energy Efficiency Programs. 
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 Class Allocation 

The final step in cost allocation is class cost allocation. Class allocation factors are 

developed for demand-related, energy-related, and customer-related costs. Austin Energy then 

applies these factors to distribute classified costs to each customer class according to the class’s 

contribution to that cost. Each allocation factor is developed to be consistent with each cost 

classification methodology applied. For example, costs classified as energy-related are allocated 

to each customer class based on the electricity used by that customer class.  

For the purpose of performing Austin Energy’s allocated cost of service study, costs were 

allocated to the following Austin Energy customer classes:  

• Residential; 

• Secondary Voltage <10 kW; 

• Secondary Voltage 10 kW — <300 kW; 

• Secondary Voltage ≥300 kW; 

• Primary Voltage <3 MW; 

• Primary Voltage 3 MW — <20 MW; 

• Primary Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor; 

• Transmission Voltage; 

• Transmission Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor; 

• Service Area Street Lighting;39 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
39 Service Area Street Lighting is a community benefit, the cost of which is recovered through the Community Benefit 

pass-through charges for customers inside the Austin City Limits. 
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• City-Owned Private Outdoor Lighting;40 

• Customer Owned Non-Metered Lighting;41 and, 

• Customer Owned Metered Lighting.42 

5.4.1 Demand-Related Cost 

Demand-related costs are expenses that are driven by demand on the system. Within 

each function, the allocation of demand-related costs to each customer class was based on 

accepted industry practices that seek to assign costs to each class in alignment with the way costs 

are incurred by the utility. The class allocation factors developed for these functions are discussed 

in this subsection. 

Production – Demand 

Production demand cost allocation methods vary depending upon the utility’s view of the 

underlying nature and causation of generation capacity. In the past, Austin Energy has reviewed 

a variety of allocation methods described in NARUC’s Cost of Service Manual to select the best 

method to reflect Austin Energy’s rationale for generation capacity. Ultimately, Austin Energy 

selected the ERCOT 12 Coincident Peak (ERCOT 12CP) methodology to allocate the cost of 

generation because this allocation methodology better aligns the relationship between the costs 

and the benefits that accrue from owning and operating its fleet of generation in the ERCOT 

market. As noted, the benefits and some of the costs flow back to Austin Energy’s customers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
40 For example, security lighting at distribution substations falls within this class. 
41 For example, traffic lights fall within in this class. 
42 For example, sports fields lighting falls within this class. 
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through the PSA. This methodology allocates production expenditures to customer classes based 

on each class’s contribution at the time of the ERCOT system peak demand during each of the 

twelve calendar months. Applying this methodology recognizes that all of Austin Energy’s 

customers benefit from Austin Energy’s generation fleet year-round.  

Table 5-F provides the allocation for the production function demand-related costs 

associated with Austin Energy’s physical resources. 

Table 5-F: Production Function Demand-Related Cost Allocation 

 Amount ($) 
Residential 111,343,408 

Secondary Voltage <10 kW 5,686,129 

Secondary Voltage 10 kW — <300 kW 53,298,096 

Secondary Voltage ≥300 kW 38,276,783 

Primary Voltage <3 MW 5,162,424 

Primary Voltage 3 MW — <20 MW 13,541,309 

Primary Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 22,066,021 

Transmission Voltage 521,219 

Transmission Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 3,173,390 

Service Area Street Lighting 115,953 

City-Owned Private Outdoor Lighting 24,229 

Customer Owned Non-Metered Lighting 3,891 

Customer Owned Metered Lighting 65,924 

 253,278,778 

Transmission – Demand 

Austin Energy’s transmission costs are regulated by the PUCT and represent a statewide 

average cost to customers. ERCOT-wide transmission costs are recovered from all utilities 

interconnected with the transmission system based on each utility’s load ratio share of the ERCOT 

summer peak. That share is computed using the 4CP method described in subsection 5.3.1. The 

4CP method averages the demand coincident with ERCOT system peak demand during each of 

the four summer months—June through September—as reported by ERCOT.   
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Given that none of the costs for transmission are recovered in base rates, the allocation 

of these costs is not presented here.   

Distribution – Demand 

Austin Energy’s distribution systems distribute power to customers through a series of 

poles, wires, substations, conductors, and transformers. The systems are designed to meet 

maximum localized demands. Austin Energy uses three allocation methodologies to assign 

distribution function demand related expenses to customers. 

12NCP Allocator  

Distribution facilities such as substations that directly interconnect with the transmission 

system are designed to meet the aggregated customer loads in specific geographic areas. As the 

systems are designed to meet localized demands, the costs are most appropriately allocated by 

analyzing the magnitude and timing of the class peak demand, which often occurs at times 

different from the system peak demand. The peak demand of all the customers in a class, 

considered as a whole, does not occur at the same time as the system peak demand. The peak 

demand of the class, without regard to the timing of the system peak demand, is referred to as 

the “non-coincident peak” demand, or NCP demand. The 12NCP method takes the average of 

each class’s NCP for all twelve months. This method represents the annual average class peak 

and was used to allocate costs associated with distribution load dispatch, distribution 

substations, poles, and conductors at both the primary and secondary voltage levels.  

Sum of Maximum Demands 

The distribution facilities in local neighborhoods and business parks are composed of 

infrastructure, such as transformers and service extensions, that is designed to meet the 

maximum demand of the customer in each household or business. The end-user demand is best 

reflected in a cost of service analysis as billed demand. Billed demand is the measure of the 

estimated maximum demand a customer places on the system at any time during the month.  

The sum of maximum demands represents the annual average customer peak for each class and 
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is commonly referred to as the sum of maximum demands (SMD). The SMD allocator was used 

to allocate costs associated with service extension costs. 

Transformers  

Given the variation in the number of customers served by a transformer, a blend of the 

two previously mentioned allocators was used for transformer costs. Smaller customers are more 

likely to be able to share a transformer, in part, due to load diversity. Larger customers are more 

likely to be served from a dedicated transformer. Thus, the SMD was used for secondary voltage 

service over 10kW and, for all other classes (including residential and lighting), 12NCP was used. 

The SMD reflects the individual load and is more applicable to larger customers who require an 

individual transformer, whereas the 12NCP represents the class load and is more applicable to 

smaller customers who share the costs of a transformer.  

Table 5-G: Summary of the Customer Allocated Costs for                                                               
the Distribution Function Demand-Related Costs 

 Amount ($) 
Residential   121,819,835 
Secondary Voltage <10 kW 6,439,035 
Secondary Voltage 10 kW — <300 kW 57,472,266 
Secondary Voltage ≥300 kW 40,392,797 
Primary Voltage <3 MW 3,907,483 
Primary Voltage 3 MW — <20 MW 10,437,253 
Primary Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 15,579,329 
Transmission Voltage 154,728 
Transmission Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 267,386 
Service Area Street Lighting 1,276,802 
City-Owned Private Outdoor Lighting 325,421 
Customer Owned Non-Metered Lighting 52,406 
Customer Owned Metered Lighting 389,717 

 258,514,460 
 

As shown in Table 5-G, customers are only allocated distribution system costs associated 

with the infrastructure that they use. Customers connected directly to the transmission system 

bypass the distribution system; and, thus, retail transmission customers are not allocated 
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distribution costs.43 Customers connected to the primary voltage distribution system are 

allocated infrastructure costs incurred at primary voltages and higher. Secondary-voltage 

customers are allocated costs associated with the entire distribution system.  

5.4.2 Energy-Related Cost 

Energy allocation methods are used to allocate energy-related costs, such as fuel costs.  

Compared to other types of allocation factors, energy allocation factors are relatively 

straightforward, as they are only applied to the production function costs that are recovered 

outside base rates under the PSA pass-through charge. Energy consumption by customer class is 

readily available for use in the development of this allocation factor.  

When electricity is transmitted and distributed, a certain percentage of energy is lost due 

to resistance. In general, losses are estimated by calculating the discrepancy between energy 

produced and energy sold to customers. On average, system losses tend to be around three to 

seven percent. This variance is a result of different delivery voltages and infrastructure 

requirements serving customers. Less power is lost to deliver energy to customers who are 

served at higher voltages.  

Line and transformer losses at different service voltage levels were determined by a 

system loss study completed by Austin Energy in 2019. The study determined the percentage 

losses that occur at each voltage level at which Austin Energy customers take service. Line and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
43 Some nominal costs associated with dispatching load are passed on to transmission level customers through the 

distribution function. 
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transformer losses by voltage level using the 2019 Line Loss Study44 results, taken in conjunction 

with information about overall system losses, results in amounts shown in Table 5-H. At the 

system level, each customer class’s metered energy sales, adjusted for the proper level of line 

losses depending on service voltage, were used to derive a Net Energy For Load (NEFL) energy 

allocation factor. NEFL represents the amount of energy that needs to be produced at the power 

plants to service customers at the point of the meter.45 

Table 5-H: Line and Transformer Losses by 
Delivery Voltage Level 

Delivery Voltage Losses (%) 
Transmission 1.23 

Primary 2.46 

Secondary 5.14 

System Average 4.50 

Customers connected directly to the transmission system only incur transmission losses, 

customers connected to the primary distribution system incur transmission and distribution 

primary losses, and customers connected to the secondary distribution system incur losses for 

all three components of the system. 

5.4.3 Customer-Related Cost 

The distribution and customer service functions each include customer-related costs. The 

distribution function contains customer-related costs related to metering. In the customer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
44 The 2019 Line Loss study is attached as Appendix D. 
45 NEFL is the energy, in kWh, used by each customer class adjusted to account for transformation losses at the different 

service voltage levels.  Put another way, this is the energy needed at the generator to supply the load plus losses. 
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service function, all costs are classified as customer-related. These costs are allocated to each 

customer class by applying customer allocation factors discussed in this subsection. 

Distribution – Customer 

Metering costs are dependent on the type of meter installed and the data gathered from 

those meters for billing and other purposes. Metering requirements can vary by customer class 

with the most expensive meters generally being used by large commercial and industrial 

customers. To properly allocate meter costs to each customer class, a weighted customer meter 

factor was developed to account for cost differentials in metering equipment. The customer 

weighting meter factor was developed considering the number of customers and meter costs — 

installation labor, meter, socket, and instrument transformers — by rate schedule. Weighting 

factors by meter type are shown in Table 5-I.  

Table 5-I: Meter Weighting Factors by Customer Class 

 Meter Weighting Factor 
Residential   1.0 

Secondary Voltage <10 kW 1.6 

Secondary Voltage 10 kW — <300 kW 1.6 

Secondary Voltage ≥300 kW 1.6 

Primary Voltage <3 MW 1.6 

Primary Voltage 3 MW — <20 MW 1.6 

Primary Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 1.6 

Transmission Voltage 406.0 

Transmission Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 406.0 

Metered Lighting 1.0 
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Table 5-J summarizes the customer class cost allocations for the distribution function 

customer-related costs. 

Table 5-J: Distribution Function Customer-Related Cost Allocation 

 Amount ($) 
Residential   10,937,902 

Secondary Voltage <10 kW 1,292,733 

Secondary Voltage 10 kW — <300 kW 655,234 

Secondary Voltage ≥300 kW 29,373 

Primary Voltage <3 MW 3,086 

Primary Voltage 3 MW — <20 MW 1,004 

Primary Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 112 

Transmission Voltage 27,870 

Transmission Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 9,290 

Service Area Street Lighting 0 

City-Owned Private Outdoor Lighting 0 

Customer Owned Non-Metered Lighting 0 

Customer Owned Metered Lighting 1,695 

 12,958,299 

Customer Service – Customer 

Customer service functions include customer accounting (billing and collections), 

customer service, meter reading, and key accounts. Uncollectible accounts, the cost associated 

with unpaid bills, is also included in this function.  

To allocate expenses related to customer accounting, customer service, and meter 

reading, Austin Energy developed a customer allocation factor that totals the number of 

customers receiving service for each month within the test year by customer class. This factor is 

referred to as Customer-Months.  

For key accounts and uncollectible accounts, Austin Energy developed customer 

allocation factors that reflect the varying cost levels associated with each customer class. For 

example, the cost of key accounts varies by customer class as some customer classes require 
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additional effort while other customer classes are rarely served by the Key Accounts staff. Austin 

Energy considered this varying level of effort when developing customer class weighting factors 

for these costs. Customer class weighting factors were determined through discussions with 

Austin Energy supervisors responsible for these services. Weighting factors by customer service 

function are shown in Table 5-K. 

Table 5-K: Customer Service Function Weighting Factors 

 Key Accounts Uncollectibles 
Residential   1.0 66.6 

Secondary Voltage <10 kW 18.4 1.2 

Secondary Voltage 10 kW — <300 kW 31.0 3.2 

Secondary Voltage ≥300 kW 114.4 1.0 

Primary Voltage <3 MW 12.0 n/a 

Primary Voltage 3 MW — <20 MW 31.0 n/a 

Primary Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 18.0 n/a 

Transmission Voltage 3.2 n/a 

Transmission Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 1.1 n/a 

Lighting Classes n/a n/a 
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Table 5-L summarizes the cost allocation by class for the customer-related costs.  

Customer-related costs represent 100 percent of the customer service function costs.  

Table 5-L: Customer Service Function Customer-Related Cost Allocation 

 Amount ($) 
Residential 130,552,197 

Secondary Voltage <10 kW 10,322,756 

Secondary Voltage 10 kW — <300 kW 6,942,465 

Secondary Voltage ≥300 kW 7,889,482 

Primary Voltage <3 MW 816,416 

Primary Voltage 3 MW — <20 MW 2,060,702 

Primary Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 1,193,264 

Transmission Voltage 209,460 

Transmission Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 69,820 

Service Area Street Lighting 0 

City-Owned Private Outdoor Lighting 0 

Customer Owned Non-Metered Lighting 0 

Customer Owned Metered Lighting 19,121 

 160,075,684 

5.4.4 Revenue-Related Costs 

To allocate Service Area Lighting and Energy Efficiency programs, Austin Energy used 

revenue-related allocation factors that distribute the cost to customer classes. However, 

ultimately, these expenses are removed from the base revenue requirement and collected 

through the CBC.   

5.4.5 Direct Assignments 

Some costs can be directly assigned to a customer class. Costs associated with Austin 

Energy-owned lighting distribution assets were directly assigned to the appropriate lighting 

customer classes. Table 5-M summarizes this direct assignment of lighting costs to the 

appropriate lighting customer classes. 
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Table 5-M: Distribution Function Direct Assignment of Lighting Costs 

 Amount ($) 
Residential   0 

Secondary Voltage <10 kW 0 

Secondary Voltage 10 kW — <300 kW 0 

Secondary Voltage ≥300 kW 0 

Primary Voltage <3 MW 0 

Primary Voltage 3 MW — <20 MW 0 

Primary Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 0 

Transmission Voltage 0 

Transmission Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% Load Factor 0 

Service Area Street Lighting 16,705,557 

City-Owned Private Outdoor Lighting 3,409,026 

Customer Owned Non-Metered Lighting 0 

Customer Owned Metered Lighting 0 

 20,114,582 

Rather than being directly assigned to customer classes, as mentioned previously, the 

costs associated with the Energy Efficiency Programs were segregated from other production 

costs so that they could be recovered through the CBC, which is not under review in this Base 

Rate Review Process.   

5.4.6 Cost Allocation Summary 

Cost allocation factors considered in Austin Energy’s cost of service analysis are 

summarized in Table 5-N for reference.  
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Table 5-N: Allocation Factors 

Allocation Factors Description 
Demand-Related Costs 

Production Function  

ERCOT 12CP For each month of the year, demand coincident with the 
ERCOT system peak demand 

Transmission Function  

4CP ERCOT Peak For the summer months June-September, demand 
coincident with ERCOT system peak demand 

Distribution Function  

12NCP (Proposed for Certain Costs) 
For each month of the year, the peak demand of all 
customers in the class considered as a whole, without 
regard to the timing of any other demands on the system 

Sum of Maximum Demands 
(Proposed for Certain Costs) 

Sum of the maximum demands from each of the 
individual customers in the class during each month of 
the year 

Transformers Blended allocation based on 12NCP and Sum of 
Maximum Demands 

Energy-Related Costs 

Production Function  

NEFL (Proposed for Certain Costs) kWh sold by class adjusted for system losses 

Customer-Related Costs 

Distribution Function  

Weighted Customer - Meters  
(Proposed for Certain Costs) 

Number of customer-months weighted for meter 
investment 

Customer Service Function  

Number of Customer Months  
(Proposed for Certain Costs) 

The sum of the number of customers receiving service for 
each month of the year 

Weighted Customer – Uncollectibles 
(Proposed for Certain Costs) Number of customer-months weighted for bad debt 

Weighted Customer - Key Accounts 
(Proposed for Certain Costs) 

Number of customer-months weighted for key account 
activities 

Revenue-Related Costs 

Revenue Requirement  
(Proposed for Certain Costs) % of Revenue Requirement 

Revenue Requirement Excluding Street 
Lighting (Proposed for Certain Costs) 

% of Revenue Requirement, excluding service area street 
lighting 
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 Cost of Service Results 

Austin Energy’s total cost of service results are presented in Table 5-O.  The cost of service 

results are compared to forecasted base revenues under existing rates. The difference between 

the cost of service results and the projected total revenues for each customer class demonstrates 

the customer class’s disparity to its total cost of service. A deficiency in revenue indicates the 

class currently does not contribute enough revenues to meet its total cost of service.  Similarly, 

an excess in total revenues indicates the class currently contributes more than its total cost of 

service. Table 5-O summarizes the total cost of service results by customer class using total 

revenue requirement with the detailed cost of service results as provided in Schedule G and 

associated work papers.  

  In the first numeric column, the figure identifies the class’s cost of service. The second 

numerical column shows each class’s present revenues under current base rates. The difference 

between cost of service and present base revenues is the class’s revenue surplus or deficit under 

current rates. The final column shows the percentage revenue adjustment — either up or down 

— that would be required to bring that class to cost of service.   
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Table 5-O: Base Rate Changes Needed to Recover Total Cost of Service by Customer Class 

 Total Cost of 
Service 1 

Existing Base 
and Test Year 
Pass-Through 

Revenues 1 

(Deficit)/ 
Surplus 

Revenue 2 

% Increase/ 
(Decrease) 
Needed to 

Recover Cost of 
Service 

Residential 578,623,027 502,109,636 (76,513,391) 15.2% 
Secondary Voltage <10 kW 35,435,214 33,757,077 (1,678,137) 5.0% 
Secondary Voltage 10 kW — <300 kW 223,011,295 251,022,916 28,011,621 -11.2% 
Secondary Voltage ≥300 kW 167,788,576 178,632,122 10,843,546 -6.1% 
Primary Voltage <3 MW 21,481,467 20,163,946 (1,317,521) 6.5% 
Primary Voltage 3 MW — <20 MW 58,922,161 57,472,273 (1,449,888) 2.5% 
Primary Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% aLF 89,993,969 85,061,369 (4,932,600) 5.8% 
Transmission Voltage 2,061,780 1,949,559 (112,221) 5.8% 
Transmission Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% aLF 10,848,821 11,565,315 716,494 -6.2% 
Service Area Street Lighting - - - n/a 
City-Owned Private Outdoor Lighting 4,213,593 2,596,475 (1,617,118) 62.3% 
Customer Owned Non-Metered Lighting 105,571 95,152 (10,419) 10.9% 
Customer Owned Metered Lighting 654,133 494,019 (160,114) 32.4% 
 1,193,139,607 1,144,919,858 (48,219,749) 4.2% 

Notes: 
1. Excludes CAP funding.  
2. Only represents base rate differentials and none of the impacts of pass-through costs or charges.  

These results highlight that the residential customer class is under-recovering relative to 

its cost of service by approximately $76.5 million, while the non-residential customer classes are 

over-recovering by approximately $28.3 million, some by a substantial margin. 

 Cost Allocation Conclusions 

The Cost of Service Study indicates adjustments are needed to align all classes with their 

total cost of service. Austin Energy’s proposed revenue requirement is designed to move classes 

toward their cost of service without producing unacceptably large customer impacts.  Austin 

Energy also recognizes that the current economic and affordability conditions in Austin Energy’s 

service area could not support a complete shift to full cost of service or the accompanying rate 

shock such an immediate change would cause. Therefore, Austin Energy applies a moderate 

approach to address cost of service imbalances to mitigate rate shock.   
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Austin Energy uses the results in Table 5-O as the foundation for developing the class 

revenue distribution in Chapter 6 and proposed base rates in Chapter 7.  
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6 CLASS REVENUE DISTRIBUTION 

Class revenue distribution is the step in the rate-making process that determines for each 

customer class the level of revenues that rates will be set to recover. When present revenues are 

close to class cost of service for all classes, it might be prudent to set the target level of revenues 

for each class directly to each class’s cost of service. However, when significant inter-class cross-

subsidization exists, as the Cost of Service Study indicates under Austin Energy’s current rates, 

setting class revenues directly and immediately to class cost of service is not preferred because 

it would result in a large, abrupt and dramatic increases in rates for classes, such as residential, 

that are currently well below cost of service. In such instances, a gradual approach to revenue 

distribution is proposed. Under a gradual approach, target revenues are set below cost of service 

for certain classes to avoid excessive rate impacts for those classes. Setting target revenues below 

cost for some classes necessarily requires that the revenue contributions from certain other 

classes will be set somewhat above cost of service.  

Put differently, a gradualist approach to revenue distribution necessarily requires that 

some of the costs that were caused by certain customer classes will be shifted onto other classes. 

Austin Energy’s ultimate goal is for each class’s revenue target to be set directly to cost of service. 

When rates set directly to cost will promote an unacceptable degree of excessive rate impacts, 

Austin Energy proposes implementing a standardized gradualist approach to class revenue 

distribution.   

The standard approach calls for two steps. In the first step, all classes receive the system 

average increase or decrease. In the second step, from each class’s position after step 1, each 

class moves halfway towards cost of service. Disregarding the system movement in step 1, this 

approach can be put simply as “halfway to cost.” Austin Energy’s standardized methodology 

balances several desirable policy objectives, including fairness, recognition of cost of service, and 

gradualism. 
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As stated, Austin Energy’s process is to first recognize the need to put all customer classes 

on an equal basis in comparison to cost of service. To align all customer classes in comparison to 

cost of service, Austin Energy first increased the estimated base revenue from each class by the 

overall base rate increase needed, 7.6 percent. This is shown in column D of Table 6-A.   

Next, the deficit or surplus by customer class is identified by determining the difference 

between cost of service (column A on Table 6-A) and the grossed-up base revenues that equal, 

in total, the base cost of service (column D on Table 6-A). This deficit or surplus by customer class 

is shown in column E of Table 6-A. The progress towards cost of service to be made in this rate 

review is then calculated, as shown in column F of Table 6-A. This is determined by taking 50 

percent of the deficit or surplus by customer class is shown in column E of Table 6-A and then 

changing the sign convention (i.e., positive or negative).   

Next, the value of the 20 percent base rate discount provided to State of Texas facilities, 

local school districts, and military facilities were identified (column G on Table 6-A) and then 

responsibility for funding these discounts was assigned to customer classes pro-rata based on 

each class’s proportion of the base cost of service (column H on Table 6-A).  

Finally, the target base revenue by customer class is determined, as shown in column I of 

Table 6-A. This is calculated as the sum of the grossed-up base revenues (column D on Table 6-A), 

the identified progress towards cost of service (column F on Table 6-A), and assigned discount 

responsibility (column H on Table 6-A).    
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Table 6-A: Development of Target Base Revenue Distribution by Customer Class ($) 

 

Base Cost 
of Service 1 

Existing 
Base Rate 
Revenue 1 

Current 
(Deficit)/ 
Surplus 

Gross-Up   
Base 

Revenue 

(Deficit)/ 
Surplus After 

Gross-Up 

Progress to 
Cost of 
Service 

Discounts 
2 

Assign 
Discounts 2 

Base 
Revenue 

Target 
 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) 

Residential   374,653,342 298,139,951 (76,513,391) 320,651,224 (54,002,118) 27,001,059 0 2,825,065 350,477,348 
Secondary Voltage <10 kW 23,740,654 22,062,516 (1,678,137) 23,728,363 (12,291) 6,146 (119,876) 179,016 23,913,524 
Secondary Voltage 10 kW — <300 kW 118,368,061 146,379,682 28,011,621 157,432,186 39,064,125 (19,532,062) (1,580,701) 892,552 138,792,676 
Secondary Voltage ≥300 kW 86,588,435 97,431,981 10,843,546 104,788,654 18,200,218 (9,100,109) (2,437,502) 652,918 96,341,463 
Primary Voltage <3 MW 9,889,409 8,571,888 (1,317,521) 9,219,115 (670,294) 335,147 (336,104) 74,571 9,628,833 
Primary Voltage 3 MW — <20 MW 26,040,268 24,590,380 (1,449,888) 26,447,095 406,826 (203,413) (630,077) 196,356 26,440,038 
Primary Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% aLF 38,838,726 33,906,126 (4,932,600) 36,466,232 (2,372,494) 1,186,247 0 292,863 37,945,342 
Transmission Voltage 913,278 801,058 (112,221) 861,542 (51,736) 25,868 (42,509) 6,887 894,297 
Transmission Voltage ≥20 MW @ 85% aLF 3,519,886 4,236,381 716,495 4,556,252 1,036,366 (518,183) 0 26,542 4,064,611 
City-Owned Private Outdoor Lighting 3,758,677 2,141,558 (1,617,119) 2,303,258 (1,455,419) 727,709 0 0 3,030,967 
Customer Owned Non-Metered Lighting 56,297 45,878 (10,420) 49,342 (6,956) 3,478 0 0 52,819 
Customer Owned Metered Lighting 476,458 316,344 (160,114) 340,230 (136,228) 68,114 0 0 408,344 

 686,843,493 638,623,744 (48,219,749) 686,843,493 0 0 (5,146,769) 5,146,769 691,990,262 
 Notes: 

1. Does not include Service Area Lighting (SAL), which (for customers inside the Austin City Limits) is recovered through the SAL pass-through charge.  
2. Responsibility for the State of Texas facilities, local school districts, and military facilities discounts is assigned pro-rata based on the base cost of service.  
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7 RATE DESIGN 

Austin Energy is proposing meaningful changes to the residential rate design in this base 

rate review, and modest changes to the rate designs for non-residential classes. The changes 

Austin Energy is proposing are in response to changes in customers’ use of the system that have 

occurred since the current residential rate design was adopted, and also changes in Austin 

Energy’s understanding as to what rate designs most effectively balance Austin Energy’s mission, 

strategic objectives, financial obligations, and the needs of its customers. 

 Residential Rate Design 

The current residential rate design is based on 2009 data, adopted by City Council in 2012, 

and is a two-part rate design with energy rates and a customer charge. The rate design was 

retained in 2016 but updated using 2014 load information. The customer charge is currently set 

at $10, and the energy rates are in five inclining blocks of consumption with substantial rate 

differentials between the consumption blocks.46 A visual depiction of the current residential rate 

structure can be seen in Figure 7-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
46 In the term “energy rate,” the word “energy” refers to the billing basis for the assessment of the charge, and not the 

nature of the costs that are recovered in the charge. Austin Energy follows industry-standard terminology in its rate design. For 
example, the Public Utility Commission of Texas defines an “energy charge” or “energy rate” as a charge or rate based on the 
electric energy (kWh) consumed. 
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Figure 7-1: Current Residential Rate Design 

 

Since 2009, Austin Energy has achieved a significant level of energy efficiency through 

targeted programs, in addition to gains from more efficient appliances and building codes. The 

phenomenon of reduced consumption has affected the entire industry, not just Austin Energy.47   

Systemwide, customers are consuming less electricity. The proportion of residential 

summer bills at a given level of kWh consumption is dramatically different now as compared to 

2009. Figure 7-2 shows bill distributions from 2021 and 2009.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
47 See U.S. energy consumption fell by a record 7% in 2020 - Today in Energy - U.S. Energy Information Administration 
(EIA) and Per capita residential electricity sales in the U.S. have fallen since 2010 - Today in Energy - U.S. Energy 
Information Administration (EIA) 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eia.gov%2Ftodayinenergy%2Fdetail.php%3Fid%3D47397&data=04%7C01%7CJogee.Varughese%40austinenergy.com%7C578ed4fdbf3f41d24e0608da1d68176f%7C482dc10d91804c99816e70ee2557afd5%7C0%7C0%7C637854630322218146%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=ehiA5IjNSwUJy3iLlPVnutVoAE786xIGcubi%2BsBsu1Q%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eia.gov%2Ftodayinenergy%2Fdetail.php%3Fid%3D47397&data=04%7C01%7CJogee.Varughese%40austinenergy.com%7C578ed4fdbf3f41d24e0608da1d68176f%7C482dc10d91804c99816e70ee2557afd5%7C0%7C0%7C637854630322218146%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=ehiA5IjNSwUJy3iLlPVnutVoAE786xIGcubi%2BsBsu1Q%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eia.gov%2Ftodayinenergy%2Fdetail.php%3Fid%3D32212&data=04%7C01%7CJogee.Varughese%40austinenergy.com%7C578ed4fdbf3f41d24e0608da1d68176f%7C482dc10d91804c99816e70ee2557afd5%7C0%7C0%7C637854630322218146%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=fJi%2BkeVj7YOtZJEFmjfLvrhKFey76didtgsnrQ%2BVEU4%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eia.gov%2Ftodayinenergy%2Fdetail.php%3Fid%3D32212&data=04%7C01%7CJogee.Varughese%40austinenergy.com%7C578ed4fdbf3f41d24e0608da1d68176f%7C482dc10d91804c99816e70ee2557afd5%7C0%7C0%7C637854630322218146%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=fJi%2BkeVj7YOtZJEFmjfLvrhKFey76didtgsnrQ%2BVEU4%3D&reserved=0
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Figure 7-2: Summer Bill Frequency Histograms: 2009 and 2021 

 

The curves show the proportion of bills at a given level of consumption. Across the x-axis 

is the level of consumption on the bill in kilowatt-hours. Up the y-axis is the percentage of bills 

issued at that level of consumption. The orange line shows the bill distribution in 2009 when the 

current rate design was developed. The yellow line shows the bill distribution in 2021. The curve 

has shifted dramatically to the left. Many more bills are issued now at lower levels of 

consumption. The black dots show approximately where the mean level of consumption per bill 

falls. In 2009, the average summer bill was for about 1,150 kWh. In 2021, the average level of 

summer usage decreased 22 percent to about 900 kWh. 

Shown another way, Figure 7-3 shows the decline in annual residential consumption per 

household from 2010 to 2020. 
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Figure 7-3: Decline in Residential Sales Per Household, 2010-2020 

 

Declining consumption per customer has not been limited to residential customers. The 

line graphs in Figure 7-4 show a side-by-side comparison of the decline in residential consumption 

per customer and the decline in commercial and industrial (labeled as “non-residential”) 

consumption per customer from 2010 to 2020. 

Figure 7-4: Decline in Residential Sales Per Household, 2010-2020 

   

Part of the decline in residential consumption is due to changes in the housing mix. In 

2009, the dominant housing type was single-family. As shown in Figure 7-5, multi-family has 

grown substantially over the last decade, and is expected to overtake single-family in the near 

term. 
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Figure 7-5: Change in Housing Mix, Multi-family versus Single-family, 2010 to 2020 

  

Austin Energy’s load research indicates that customers in multi-family housing consume 

roughly half as much energy as customers in single-family housing, as shown in Figure 7-6. 

Figure 7-6 : Average Consumption per Bill, Multi-family and Single-family Housing Types,  
2012 to 2020 

 

The demographic shift from single-family to multi-family housing type is part of the 

explanation for the dramatic decline Austin Energy has seen in residential consumption per 

household. Based on the number of housing permits issued recently in Travis County, it appears 
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that Austin Energy can expect this trend to continue, as the multi-family continues to dominate 

housing permits issued, as depicted in the line graphs in Figure 7-7. 

Figure 7-7: Residential Building Permits Issued by Housing Type, 2003 to 2021 

 

However, it is not just that multi-family housing has increased its share of the housing 

mix, the decline in consumption is also due in part, and perhaps in dominant part, to the dramatic 

increase in the energy efficiency of Austin’s housing stock, no matter the housing type. The City 

adheres to the energy performance standards of the International Energy Conservation Code 

(IECC). The IECC code was last incorporated into the City’s building codes in 2016 but was initially 

introduced into our building codes in 2001. Figure 7-8 depicts the remarkable change in the 

energy performance of a home of the same square footage in Austin, from IECC 2001 to IECC 

2016. 
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Figure 7-8: Energy Performance of Model Home of Same Size, 2001 and 2016 

 

  

 

 2001 Building Code 2016 Building Code Change 

Peak Demand 5.97 KW 3.77 KW -37% 

kWh/Sq Ft 6.15 kWh 4.49 kWh -27% 

 

These efficiency gains occurred both for single-family and multi-family housing types. The 

bar graphs in Figure 7-9 show the average monthly consumption for customers who initiated 

service at a given residential premise in a given year. Initiation of service at a given location is 

being used as a proxy for new construction.  
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Figure 7-9: Consumption per Premise by Year of Initiation of Service, 
Single-Family v. Multi-Family 

 
New single-family homes are shown in yellow, and new multi-family homes are shown in 

orange. For example, the 2020 bar indicates that a single-family residence built in 2020 consumed 

an average of 659 kWh in 2020. A single-family home built in 2012, not even one decade earlier, 

consumed an average of 1,145 kWh in 2020, almost twice as much. The same can be seen with 

multi-family housing. A customer in a multi-family unit built in 2020 consumed 336 kWh per bill, 

but a customer in a multi-family unit built in 2012 consumed 538 kWh. Figure 7-9 corroborates 

the finding that customers in multi-family housing consume about half as many kWh as compared 

with customers in single-family homes. As homes of more recent vintage continue to increase in 

share of the overall housing mix, and the City continues to adhere to ever-more stringent IECC 

energy performance standards, the trend in declining average consumption per residential 

customer is sure to continue. 

The remarkable energy efficiency exhibited by Austin Energy’s customers is also a tribute 

to the effectiveness of Austin Energy’s industry-leading energy-efficiency programs. Austin 

Energy takes a “whole-home” approach to energy efficiency for its residential customers. 
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Rebates and programs are offered for upgrading heating and cooling systems, repairing and 

replacing ductwork, weatherizing with attic insulation, sealing-off leaks around doors and pipe 

penetrations, and adding solar screens or film to windows. Programs are just as robust for non-

residential customers. Commercial and industrial customers can increase the efficiency of 

electrical motors and save on their electricity bills. Austin Energy offers rebates to commercial 

customers who install new equipment or retrofit existing equipment with high-efficiency 

electronically commutated motors (ECMs). Commercial rebate programs also include heat-pump 

water heaters, plug-load occupancy sensors, transformers, and variable frequency drives. 

From 2015 to 2019, customers conserved 640 gigawatt-hours of energy that otherwise 

would have been consumed if customers had not taken advantage of energy efficiency programs 

offered by Austin Energy.  

Figure 7-10: Avoided Energy Consumption Achieved via Energy Efficiency, Green Building,   
and Demand Response Programs, 2015 to 2019 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source: FY 2020 Customer Energy Solutions Program Progress Report 
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 Rate Design and Conservation 

Current residential rates were designed to send very strong conservation price signals to 

Austin Energy’s customers based on an assumption that higher rates applied to high consumption 

would lead to conservation. As noted previously, Austin Energy has seen flattening sales due to 

reduced consumption. Austin Energy has explored whether the decline in average consumption 

per customer is a result of the rate design and whether the tiered rate design has achieved the 

goal of conservation.   

There are rate design elements impacting Austin Energy’s current residential base rates 

that might influence residential consumption. Figure 7-11 presents a hypothetical inside City non-

CAP customer bill (includes base rates and pass-through) using a typical 860 kWh per month, the 

nature of costs of service and the manner in which they are recovered.48   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
48 Example assumes 860 kWh, Test Year 2021 Base Costs, and FY 2022 Pass-Through Charges. 
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Figure 7-11: Cost Recovery on a hypothetical inside City non-CAP customer bill 

 

The classification of variable, capacity, and fixed costs (customer cost) was previously 

discussed in Chapter 5 and is represented in left column in Figure 7-11. The bar on the right shows 

the structure of the charges (fixed Customer Charge and variable energy charge) on the 

customer’s total bill and the bar on the left shows the nature of the underlying costs.  

Austin Energy’s fixed cost to serve this hypothetical customer is $76 (capacity + fixed 

costs). The customer is assessed $10 in a fixed charge (Customer Charge), or only 13.2 percent of 

the total fixed costs. Most customer costs (meter, billing, service drop), and all capacity costs 

(power plants, transmission lines, substations, feeder lines, transformers, poles, and towers, etc.) 

are included in the energy rates, even though none of the costs are energy-related. Austin 

Energy’s base rate costs are not driven by energy sales.  

Austin Energy also explored whether the specific structure of the energy rates encourages 

conservation. Refer to Figure 7-1 for depictions of the current inside City five-tiered residential 

rate structure. About 40 percent of the customer-related costs incurred to serve the customer 

are being recovered through the customer charge. The remaining 60 percent of the customer-
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related costs and 100 percent of the demand-related costs to serve the customer are recovered 

under a system of steeply inclined tiered rates. The differentials between the tiers are particularly 

steep in the initial tiers, where the rate differential from Tier 1 to Tier 2 is three cents, tapering 

off to half that level, 1.5 cents, between Tier 4 and Tier 5. In fact, the energy rate more than 

doubles from Tier 1 to Tier 2. The question is whether the number of tiers and the steep incline 

of the tiers leads to additional energy conservation.   

To explore this question, Austin Energy performed a number of analyses. First, Austin 

Energy compared the trends in consumption patterns of inside City and outside City residential 

customers. Inside City residential customers are billed on a five-tier structure while outside City 

customers are billed on a flatter three-tier structure. The difference in the rate structure between 

inside and outside City customers provides for a case study as to whether the number of tiers 

and the steepness of the tiers encourages conservation among Austin Energy’s residential 

customers. The results of this comparison can be seen in Figure 7-12. 

Figure 7-12: Indexed Trends in Average kWh Energy Consumption,                                       
Inside-City v Outside-City Residential Customers, 2012 to 2021 
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The chart indexes (or shows relative value compared to an initial value of 100) 

consumption beginning in 2012 and ending in 2021. Inside City customers are represented by the 

orange line, and outside City customers are represented by the yellow line. The comparison 

indicates whether there is any difference in the conservation exhibited by inside City customers, 

who experienced five-tiered energy rates, and outside City customers, who experienced only 

three-tiered rates. Remarkably, the two lines are so tightly coupled that it is difficult to distinguish 

them. Both groups of customers exhibited almost exactly the same relative energy conservation, 

over the entire course of a nine-year period. The data supports the position that the number of 

tiers and also the incline of the tiers has little effect on conservation among Austin Energy’s 

residential customers. It is also noteworthy that the trend in reduced average consumption has 

continued unabated over the years without regard to base rate reductions in 2017 and price 

adjustments to pass-through charges. Although not conclusive, this demonstrates that the 

residential class’s demand may be somewhat inelastic—that is, not particularly sensitive to 

changes in price. 

Next, Austin Energy explored the concept of “bunching.” Bunching is a theoretical 

phenomenon hypothesized by certain economists. The hypothesis is that customers will change 

their behavior to avoid an increase in the marginal cost. Under a system of inclined energy rates 

for an electric utility like Austin Energy, this would mean that customers would monitor their 

energy use and conserve energy to avoid crossing the threshold of a tier, which comes at the 

penalty of a significant increase in the energy rate, the cost per kilowatt-hour. If customers are 

changing their consumption behavior to avoid crossing the threshold, then Austin Energy should 

see a disproportionate number of bills aggregating at the breakpoints between tiers. If customer 

bills bunch up at the threshold before crossing into a new tier, then an examination of a bill 

frequency histogram would show a kink in the distribution at the tier breakpoints. A bill 

distribution under this theoretical bunching might look something like the graph in Figure 7-13. 

Please note Figure 7-13 is hypothetical and is not based on actual Austin Energy load data.  
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Figure 7-13: Hypothetical Bill Frequency Histogram Under Hypothetical “Bunching” 

 

The hypothetical curve has been exaggerated for effect. It clearly shows an example of 

the phenomenon one would expect to see if bunching were occurring. A spike or kink in the bill 

frequency distribution would be apparent at each tier breakpoint, as customers change behavior 

to avoid crossing into the next tier. 

Now, Figure 7-14 shows the actual bill frequency distribution from Austin Energy’s actual 

load data from 2013 through 2016.  
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Figure 7-14: Actual Residential Bill Frequency Histogram, kWh per Month,                            
Using 2013 to 2016 Billing Data 

 
Note: 
Figure represents a population of 145,000 customers with continuous service who resided in 
single family residences within the City during the specified time period.  
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established methodology from literature in the field of applied economics.49 The methodology 

applies calculus to explore the hypothesis that the customer’s price elasticity of demand changes 

as the customer’s consumption approaches a tier’s breakpoint. The results of the quantitative 

analysis can be seen in Figure 7-15. 

Figure 7-15: Quantitative Analysis of Residential Price Elasticities of Demand at Tier 
Breakpoints, Large Sample of All Residential Customers 

FY 19 Bill Distribution, Inside City 
Small charts illustrate the bill counts at each point where the price changes 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
49 The methodology is based on the work of Saez (2010) and Ito (2014). 
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The four squares at right show the price elasticities of demand at each breakpoint under 

the existing five-tiered structure. This shows that the price elasticity of demand did not exhibit 

any change around the breakpoints. No evidence of bunching was detected quantitatively. 

Finally, Austin Energy tested the idea of bunching using a simple logic test. The basic logic 

of hypothetical bunching is that the rate structure sends a price signal to the customer to monitor 

his or her usage and curtail consumption when a breakpoint is approaching. To monitor 

consumption, the customer needs information about the status of his or her consumption, to 

know if a tier breakpoint is approaching. The customer needs to be tracking his or her usage 

during the month to even have an opportunity to be aware when his or her consumption may be 

approaching a tier’s breakpoint.   

Austin Energy makes ongoing usage information available to the customer via 

coautilities.com website and weekly emails to registered customers. Austin Energy knows how 

many residential customers have signed up to receive usage information. Austin Energy also has 

made an application available for customers’ smart phones. With the application installed, the 

customer can sign up to receive an alert by text message when consumption is approaching a 

tier’s breakpoint. 

Austin Energy currently has more than 475,000 residential customers. Only 18,000, or 

four percent of residential customers, are signed up for the application. Thus, 96 percent of 

Austin Energy’s residential customers are not accessing the usage information that would be 

required for a customer to exhibit bunching.  

Austin Energy also examined whether the 4% of customers who do receive the alerts 

exhibit bunching. Austin Energy analyzed the consumption patterns of energy-alert customers 

using the same quantitative method, and the results can be seen in Figure 7-16. 
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Figure 7-16: Quantitative Analysis of Residential Price Elasticities of Demand at Tier 
Breakpoints, Residential Customers Receiving Energy Alerts 

FY 19 Bill Distribution, Inside City With Alerts 
Small charts illustrate the bill counts at each point where the price changes 

 

  

  

With fewer customers and bills, the bill frequency distribution and the elasticity lines are 

less smooth. However, no spikes or kinks can be seen in the bill distribution at left, and no change 

in the degree of dispersion of the elasticities around the trend lines at right were observed closer 

to the breakpoints. 

Austin Energy found no evidence that bunching is occurring, even among customers who 

sign up to receive information that could enable such a response. Consequently, Austin Energy 

has not been able to find any evidence in its load data that supports the idea that the number of 

tiers and the breakpoints of the tiers have any noticeable effect on energy conservation. 

Based on the evidence explored to date, Austin Energy believes that the declining average 
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(2) The City’s adoption of stringent energy performance standards for new construction 

under the IECC codes; 

(3) Austin Energy’s industry-leading energy efficiency programs for existing construction; 

and, 

(4) Austin Energy’s suite of demand response programs for residential and non-residential 

customers.  

Additionally, Austin Energy has confirmed empirically that the specific structure of current 

energy rates does not contribute to energy conservation. 

7.2.1 Customer Growth 

While consumption per residential customer has declined, the Austin area has 

experienced significant population growth. One need only look at the skyline to be reminded how 

much Austin has changed in recent years, shown in Figure 7-17 during the time between rate 

reviews. 

Figure 7-17: Austin Skyline 

 
The United States Census Bureau has published information that shows that during the 

2014 to 2019 timeframe the Austin-Round Rock-Georgetown Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) 
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was the fastest growing in the country among MSAs with population above one million, as shown 

in Figure 7-18. 

Figure 7-18: Fastest Growing MSAs 

 

The number of residential customers on Austin Energy’s system has grown by 16 percent 

since the last rate review’s test year, and the number of non-residential customers has grown by 

11 percent. The count of customers in each year can be seen in the bar charts in Figure 7-19.  
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Figure 7-19: Annual Number of Customers, Residential and Non-Residential,                              
FY 2014 to FY 2020 

 

To support customer growth, Austin Energy has made significant utility infrastructure 

investments in power production, transmission lines, substations, distribution poles and 

conductor, customer support systems, and support services, totaling $2.1 billion from FY 2014 to 

FY 2021, as shown in Figure 7-20.  

Figure 7-20: Infrastructure Investment 
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Austin Energy has an obligation to serve customers in its territory. When a new customer 

joins the system, Austin Energy must ensure that system capacity is available to be dedicated for 

the customer’s use. New customers also require customer support services such as customer 

care, billing systems, meters, customer records systems, and a slew of other services that cause 

Austin Energy to incur incremental costs, regardless of the customer’s usage. When customers 

join the system, Austin Energy’s total costs increase. Because Austin Energy relies heavily on 

energy sales to recover its costs, increased costs must be met with a corresponding increase in 

sales revenues if Austin Energy is going to remain financially healthy.  

Unfortunately, increases in costs on the system have not resulted in corresponding 

increases in energy sales. Sales growth is not keeping up with customer growth, as shown in the 

line graph in Figure 7-21. 

Figure 7-21: Percentage Increases in Base-Rate Costs and Revenues, 2014 to 2021 

 

The orange line shows the cumulative percentage increase in the number of customers 

from 2014 through 2021, and the yellow line shows the cumulative percentage increase in energy 
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sales during that same time. Cumulatively, customers are up 18 percent, while energy sales are 

up only four percent since Austin Energy’s last rate review.  

When revenues are based on energy sales, customer growth is adding new costs to the 

system, and energy sales are relatively flat, eventually revenues will be insufficient to recover 

costs, which occurred in FY 2020. Figure 7-22 visually depicts the trajectories of system costs and 

revenues since Austin Energy’s last rate review. 

Figure 7-22: Comparison of Base-Rate Costs and Base-Rate Revenues,  
2014 to Calendar Year Ending (CYE) 2021 

 

The yellow bars show base-rate revenues, and the orange line shows base-rate costs 

during each year from FY 2014 through FY 2021. In FY 2020, costs exceeded revenues, and the 

gap widened considerably in FY 2021. From FY 2014 to FY 2020, base-rate funded costs increased 

an average of $12 million per year, but base-rate revenues increased an average of only $4 million 

per year. Austin Energy requires a two percent increase in energy sales each year to break even 

under the current base rate structure, but the compound annual growth rate in energy sales has 

been only 0.6 percent per year. 
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The visual depiction Figure 7-23 shows one of the effects of the revenue deficit on Austin 

Energy’s financial condition. 

 Figure 7-23: Impact of Revenue Gap on Cash Reserves  

 

 

Cash reserves have been used to fill the gap between costs and revenues. Austin Energy’s 

cash reserves are dwindling, and the cash reserve will soon fall below the minimum level required 

under the financial policies adopted by the City Council. Austin Energy’s reserves are also 

monitored by nationally recognized statistical rating organizations approved by the Securities 

and Exchange Commission for the purpose of establishing Austin Energy’s credit rating. 

From a financial standpoint, the current residential rate design is unsustainable. A 

dramatic shift in emphasis to a rate design that promotes revenue stability and financial health 

is necessary. 

7.2.2 Change in Tiers 

A change to the residential rate structure is necessary to capture the new composition of 

the residential customer class. Figure 7-24 is another look at the comparison of bill frequency 

distribution curves for 2009 and 2021, this time with the current tier breakpoints overlaid.   
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Figure 7-24: Residential Bill Frequency Histograms by kWh, 2009 and 2021,                           
With Current Tier Structure Overlaid 

 

The energy efficiency gains achieved by residential customers since 2009 have 

recalibrated what a “high-use” customer is for Austin Energy. More customers are using less 

electricity than when the current rate structure was designed. The compound annual growth rate 

in the consumption occurring in each tier of the current five-tier structure can be seen in Figure 

7-25. 

Figure 7-25: Compound Annual Growth Rate in Consumption in Each Tier, 2012 - 2021 
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“High-use” customers are gradually disappearing from the system. All the growth in sales 

is occurring in the lower tiers, which is to be expected based on the shift illustrated in the Figure 

7-25. The culmination of the shifting of consumption to lower tiers is that 76 percent of 

residential energy sales in FY 2021 occurred in Tiers 1 and 2, in the consumption blocks below 

1,000 kWh, as shown by summing the first two orange bars in the graph in Figure 7-26. 

Figure 7-26: Consumption and Revenue in Each Tier Under Current Rates, FY 2021 
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Figure 7-27 shows the concentration of customers who receive bills at low levels of 

consumption. 

Figure 7-27: Heat Maps of Number of Customers and                                                                     
Bills Issued at Low Consumption Customers, FY2020 

Changing Residential Class 
Large number of customers with low consumption 

 
 

 

 

The map on the left shows in green areas with high concentrations of bills, and the map 

on the right shows in blue areas where the number of kWh on each bill is lowest. Most of the 

bills in the service territory are issued at low levels of consumption. The areas with customers 

who exhibit higher consumption are relatively sparsely populated.  

Recall from Figure 7-7 that Austin continues to experience record-setting numbers of 

permits for new residential construction. Most of these permits are for multi-family housing. New 

construction is twice as energy efficient, and on average multi-family units consume half as much 

energy as single-family homes.  
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The disappearance of energy sales from higher-priced tiers and the concentration of sales 

in the tiers priced below cost of service are two of the factors that have caused the residential 

class to drift further away from cost of service since the last rate review. Austin Energy’s 

residential rate design must be adjusted to rely more heavily on cost recovery in the initial tiers, 

at lower levels of consumption. One important consideration is how this adjustment might affect 

vulnerable customers. 

7.2.3 Impacts on Vulnerable Customers 

One common conception is that low-income customers are also low usage customers. In 

the 2016 rate review, Austin Energy began to explore whether this is true for Austin Energy 

customers. For the current rate review, Austin Energy continued to explore this issue.  

Austin Energy does not have information on its customers’ household incomes. Austin 

Energy therefore has no way to directly analyze the relationship between a customer’s income 

level and a customer’s power consumption. However, Austin Energy does have one proxy for a 

subset of low-income customers, and that is the group of customers who qualify for the CAP. 

Austin Energy has found that, on average, a CAP customer consumes more power than a 

non-CAP customer. Figure 7-28 compares average CAP and non-CAP residential customer 

consumption in each year from 2012 through 2020. 
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Figure 7-28: Residential CAP and Non-CAP Average Consumption per Month, 2012 to 2020 

 
Throughout this period, CAP customers have averaged more energy consumption as 

compared with non-CAP residential customers. The gap also appears to be widening. This trend 

has been persistent despite rising income levels in Austin, the demographic trend towards multi-

family residential housing, and the gains in energy efficiency, including the fact that homes of 

more recent vintage have a much smaller energy footprint.  

Shown another way, the bar graph in Figure 7-29 shows the proportion of total 

consumption in each tier for the group of CAP customers and the group of non-CAP residential 

customers.    
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Figure 7-29: Proportion of Consumption in Each Tier Under Current Rates,                               
CAP v. Non-CAP Residential Customers, FY 2020 

 

Although Non-CAP residential customers do consume more in Tier 5, overall, there are 

not many kWhs consumed by either group in that tier. The grey bars are skewed to the right 

relative to the orange bars. Disproportionately, CAP customers consume energy that falls in Tiers 

2, 3, and 4. This is another way to observe that on average CAP customers consume more than 

non-CAP residential customers. 

Anecdotal evidence also can be found by reviewing specific zip codes. Figure 7-30 is a 

comparison of two zip codes that represent opposite ends of the spectrum in terms of income-

related demographics. 
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Figure 7-30: Comparison of Income-Related Demographics, Census Data,                                    
Zip Codes 78701 and 78724 
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The downtown zip code, 78701, exhibits a high median income ($122,000), a high median 

housing value ($448,000), low CAP penetration (0.2 percent), is majority college-educated (78 

percent), and has a smaller median household size (1.6 people per household). The average 

Austin Energy bill for this zip code is $66 per month. In contrast, zip code 78724’s median 

household income is less than half that of 78701, the housing value is one-third, one-fifth of the 

residents are on CAP, few are college-educated, and households have more than twice the 

number of people. The average Austin Energy bill in zip code 78724 is $102 per month, more than 

50 percent higher than in 78701. 

The current five-tiered rate structure negatively impacts CAP customers, who consume 

more power. If CAP customers are a good proxy for low-income customers, then the current 

residential rate structure negatively impacts vulnerable customers. 

Here is a summary of issues with the current residential rate structure: 

• There is evidence that the current five-tiered structure negatively impacts vulnerable 

customers; 

• Energy efficiency achieved since 2009 has recalibrated what a "high-use" consumer is 

for Austin Energy; 
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• Demographic trends are towards high efficiency homes and multi-family housing;  

• Changes in the housing mix among residential customers requires changes in both tier 

size and rate; 

• Austin Energy has been very successful in helping customers to implement energy 

efficiency measures at home and at the office; 

• Cost recovery from Austin Energy’s steeply inclined, five-tier rate structure has proven 

to be unreliable, and the current path is financially unsustainable; 

• Fixed costs cannot be reliably recovered under variable charges with eroding average 

energy sales; and, 

• Austin Energy has not found that the number of tiers or the steepness of the tiers 

affects energy conservation. 

 Proposed Residential Rates 

To support a fast-growing, energy-efficient service territory, Austin Energy proposes to 

modify the residential rate structure by reducing the number of tiers from five to three and 

flattening the steepness of the rate increases between each tier, as illustrated in Figure 7-31. The 

Customer Charge is proposed to increase from the current $10 per month to $25 per month. This 

proposal will stabilize monthly residential bills, reduce the proportion of energy priced below 

cost, improve cost recovery, stabilize revenues, and result in a fairer rate design.   
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Figure 7-31: Visual Depictions of Current and Proposed Residential Rate Structures 

 

The current and proposed base rates for the residential customer class are listed in Table 

7-A. 

Table 7-A: Residential Base Rates 

Current Rates Proposed Rates 

 Inside City 
Limits 

Outside City 
Limits  All Customers 

Basic Charges ($/month)   Basic Charges ($/month)  

Customer 10.00 10.00 Customer 25.00 

Energy Charges ($/kWh)   Energy Charges ($/kWh)  
0 – 500 kWh 0.02801 0.03700 0 – 300 kWh 0.03756 

501 – 1,000 kWh 0.05382 0.05600 301 – 1,200 kWh 0.04256 
1,001 – 1,500 kWh 0.07814 0.07868 Over 1,201 kWh 0.04756 
1,501 – 25,00 kWh 0.09314 0.07868   

Over 2,500 kWh 0.10814 0.07868   
 

The number of tiers is reduced from five to three. The rate distinction between inside and 

outside City customers is eliminated. The tier breakpoints are adjusted downward to match the 
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leftward shift in the bill frequency distribution towards lower levels of consumption. New Tier 1 

from 0 to 300 kWh reflects low customer consumption and is set slightly below cost of service 

(calculated as demand-related costs divided by kWh). New Tier 2 from 301-1200 kWh reflects the 

typical residential customer. New Tier 3 is for usage above 1200 kWh, which represents higher-

usage customers, and this rate is set above cost of service.  

Under the proposal, approximately 34 percent of consumption would occur in the first 

tier; 50 percent of consumption would be in the second tier; and, the remaining 16 percent of 

consumption would occur in the third tier. A comparison of the percentage of sales that will occur 

in each tier under current and proposed rates can be seen in Table 7-B. 

Table 7-B: Percent Annual Energy Consumed in Current and Proposed Residential Tiers 

Current Proposed 
Tier 1 0-500 kWh 52% Tier 1 0-300 kWh 34% 
Tier 2 500-1000 kWh 26% Tier 2 300-1200 kWh 50% 
Tier 3 1000-1500 kWh 11% Tier 3 >1200 kWh 16% 
Tier 4 1500-2500 kWh 7%     100% 
Tier 5 >2500 kWh 4%    
    100%    

 

The Customer Charge is increased from $10 to $25 to reflect fixed customer costs that do 

not vary with consumption. Matching the Customer Charge to the customer unit costs will result 

in customer charge revenues directly tracking the underlying cost driver, the number of 

customers. By directly tying costs and revenues together, future rate cases may be deferred. The 

proposed Customer Charge is still less than the total combined customer and delivery costs 

suggested by the cost of service. Nonetheless, the proposed Customer Charge assists Austin 

Energy in fixed cost recovery. The customer bill impacts are shown in Chapter 9, but it is worth 

noting: 

1) The Residential customer class, overall, is not fully recovering its cost of service even 

under the proposed rates; and  
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2) The Residential customers with low consumption that are not enrolled in CAP 

experience the largest bill increases under the proposed rates, but they are still not 

fully recovering their cost of service, as illustrated by the remaining (unrecovered) 25 

percent of cost of service represented in the yellow bar in Figure 7-32.  As shown, the 

current bill only recovers approximately 48 percent of the total cost of service, while 

the proposed rate design recovers approximately 75 percent of cost of service.  For 

this illustration, the pass-through charges were held constant at the FY 2022 values. 

Figure 7-32: Sample Bill for a Non-CAP Residential Customer  
Inside the City Limits with 300 kWh Consumption 

 

7.3.1 CAP Program Benefits 

The proposed rate design will significantly increase benefits under the CAP program to 

achieve greater levels of social equity among Austin Energy’s residential customers. The value of 

the CAP program’s waiver of the customer charge increases by 150 percent, from $10 per month 

to $25 per month. Using load information from the Cost of Service Study, Austin Energy expects 

the total value of CAP benefits to increase from $8.3 million to $14.4 million. The increases in this 

value do not affect the base rates of any customer, but rather are funded exclusively through the 

CBC pass-through cost recovery mechanism. 
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 Strategic Direction 2023 

The proposed changes to the rate design are consistent with the City’s Strategic Direction 

2023 (or “SD23”), which elevates social equity as an important guiding principle and community 

value. Fairness is an objective Austin Energy formally adopted for its rate structure in 2012. In 

SD23, the City also embraced equity as a value that supports quality of life for its citizens, as 

outlined in the excerpt in Figure 7-33.   

Figure 7-33: Excerpts from the City’s Strategic Direction 2023 Concerning Equity - 1 
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SD23 identifies the indicators of success in achieving the Equity and Affordability Goals as 

shown in Figure 7-34. 

Figure 7-34: Excerpts from the City’s Strategic Direction 2023 Concerning Equity - 2 

 

The cost burden of utilities is recognized in SD23. The proposed rates work to mitigate 

the cost burden on those who most need relief – low-income customers, who use more power 

on average. The proposed rates are consistent with SD23. 

 Rate-Making Principles 

During the 2012 rate review, the City Council adopted a set of rate-making principles. This 

subsection describes how the proposed rate design complies to each principle. 

1. Founded on economic standards common to the electric utility industry. Both the 

current and the proposed rate designs are based on a Cost of Service Study performed 

following industry-standard rate-making practices that are traditional within the industry.  

2. Be fair between customer classes. Austin Energy is proposing that all classes move 

halfway to cost of service, which makes the proposed rate design fairer to customers. 

Additionally, customer groups within the residential rate class will experience charges 

that are better approximations for the costs Austin Energy incurs to serve them. The 
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proposed method of recovery for State of Texas facilities, school districts and military 

installations is more reasonable as compared with current practice.   

3. Ensure the long-run financial strength of the utility. The current residential rate design 

is undermining Austin Energy’s financial health, and the proposed rate design will stabilize 

revenues and restore financial health.  

4. Provide incentives for energy conservation, promote efficient use of resources, and 

encourage consumer investment in energy efficiency. Because both the existing and 

proposed residential rate designs concentrate cost recovery in energy (or per kilowatt-

hour) rates, both rate designs send strong conservation price signals to customers. 

However, base-rate costs on the system are largely fixed, and not variable or energy-

based. So, there will continue to be some disconnect between cost causation and cost 

recovery, but the proposed rates are meaningfully better aligned. 

5. Maintain the affordability of electricity. By lessening the bill impacts of energy 

consumption in the higher tiers, the proposed rate structure alleviates energy burdens 

for CAP customers, and for other customers who tend to consume more energy. Overall, 

Austin Energy’s total bill for residential customers will remain among the lowest in Texas. 

6. Provide a discount to low-income customers. For CAP customers, the proposed increase 

to the customer charge significantly increases the value of the waiver of the customer 

charge. 
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7. Be as simple and understandable as practical. Reducing the number of tiers for inside 

City residential customers is simpler. For commercial customers, combining the current 

Electric Delivery Charges with the Demand Charges also simplifies the rate structure.50   

8. Process should be transparent, including public involvement. For the 2016 rate review, 

an open, transparent, and rigorous process was implemented that mimics the process 

before the PUCT. The 2022 rate review follows a similar process. 

9. Adhere to laws and regulations. The proposed rate structure upholds the financial 

policies adopted by the City Council for Austin Energy and complies with all relevant 

statutes. 

10. Stable customer bills. By increasing the customer charge and flattening the tiers, the 

proposed rate structure lessens the swing in the customer’s bill from non-summer to 

summer months and increases the likelihood that Austin Energy may be able to delay the 

next base rate increase (all else equal) because increases in base-rate costs will be better 

aligned with increases in base revenues. 

7.5.1 Weather-Based Volatility in Revenues 

Under the current residential rate design, fixed customer costs and demand costs are 

included in the energy rates. One issue with including fixed costs in energy rates is that revenues 

under energy rates are volatile because they are subject to weather fluctuations. Under the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
50 Under the industry-standard rate design terminology followed by Austin Energy, a “demand charge” or “demand 

rate” is a charge or rate based on the rate at which electric energy is delivered to or by a system at a given instant during the 
billing cycle. 
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existing rate structure, Austin Energy will under-recover its costs if it experiences a mild summer, 

for example, and energy sales are lower than average. 

Figure 7-35 shows the impact of weather on base rate revenues utilizing Austin Energy’s 

FY 2023 – FY 2027 forecast developed for budget planning using FY 2022 estimates.  

Figure 7-35: Forecasted Base-Rate Revenues (millions) Under Normal, Extreme,  
and Mild Weather, FY2023 to FY2027 

 

Under the current residential rate structure with the $10 customer charge, actual 

revenues can fall within an envelope that covers a range of almost $70 million above and below 

expected revenues. The proposed rate design reduces this variation by (1) increasing the 

customer charge, and (2) flattening the tiers, both of which lessen the susceptibility of base 

revenues to weather fluctuations. Currently, a mild summer can cause Austin Energy to 

meaningfully under-recover its costs because reduced energy consumption will increase the 

proportion of energy consumed in tiers 1 and 2 and decrease the proportion of energy consumed 

in tiers 4 and 5. A hotter than expected summer will have the opposite impact, resulting in more 

revenues than expected. 
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7.5.2 Seasonal Swing in the Bill  

The decrease in the susceptibility of revenues to weather fluctuations can be observed 

directly by looking at what an average residential customer’s summer and non-summer bills 

would look like under current and proposed rates. The proposed rate design will mitigate 

seasonal rate shock by decreasing volatility in electric charges from non-summer to summer. 

Air conditioning systems run hard during Austin’s summers, consuming a lot of power to 

cool homes. Cooling load adds consumption to the customer’s monthly bill. On average, a 

residential customer’s consumption increases by 342 kWh per month during the summer months 

(June-September), which is a 49 percent increase (from 704 to 1,046 kWh).  
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Figure 7-36: Residential Average Monthly Consumption in Summer and Non-Summer  

 

At the same time, higher levels of consumption during the summer occur in tiers 4 and 5, 

where rates are higher. Increased consumption coupled with higher pricing creates a situation 

where summer base charges are typically significantly higher for Austin Energy’s residential 

customers as compared to non-summer base charges. In FY 2021, average residential base 

charges were $35.90 in the non-summer season, but $56.76 during the summer season, an 

increase of 58 percent. By flattening the tiers and increasing the customer charge, the proposed 

rate design mitigates this problem. As shown visually in Figure 7-37, under the proposed rates 

the average swing from non-summer to summer would fall to 27 percent, from $53.46 to $68.02. 

Note that under the proposal, the seasonal average percentage increase in base charges (27 

percent) would be less than the seasonal average percentage increase in consumption (49 

percent). 
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Figure 7-37: Seasonal Bill Comparison 

 

 Load Factor and Fairness 

Austin Energy incurs many costs in serving residential customers that are primarily driven 

by peak demand, rather than by total energy. Some examples include the costs of the number 

and capacity of wires and the number and capacity of transformers. Such costs may be referred 

to as “capacity costs,” since installing and maintaining the capacity to serve creates the cost. As 

an extreme hypothetical example to highlight this issue, if Customer A uses no energy in most 
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Figure 7-38 : Hypothetical Example: Load Factor and Fairness 

 

  For residential customers, Austin Energy recovers such capacity costs, which arise from 

peak demand, through charges on total energy. Customers with flatter load profiles, like 

Customer B, will subsidize the capacity costs incurred by Austin Energy to serve customers with 

more peaked load profiles, like Customer A. In the extreme example here, Customers A and B 

have the same peak demand, 24 kW, and would each cause about 50% of total capacity costs. 

However, Customer B uses 24 times as much total energy as Customer A. Since Austin Energy 

recovers all capacity costs through energy charges, Customer B would pay for 24/25, or 96%, of 

all capacity costs. Customer A, on the other hand, would also cause about 50% of capacity costs, 

but would pay for only 4% of them.  

Customers with flatter load profiles are said to have higher load factors, and, as the 

example above illustrates, if capacity costs are recovered through total energy charges, 

customers with higher load factors will subsidize capacity costs caused by customers with lower 

load factors. The proposed rate design mitigates this issue by increasing the customer charge and 

flattening the tiers. 

The fairness and efficiency problem was expressly recognized by the PUCT in Docket No. 

43695, the last fully litigated base rate proceeding for Southwestern Public Service Company. The 

PUCT found: 

FoF 341.  Increasing the [customer] charge to the Residential Service class 
will reduce the amount of capacity costs caused by that class being 
paid by customers with higher load factors that use capacity more 
efficiently. 
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 Austin Energy’s proposed increase to the customer charge is consistent with the PUCT’s 

decision in Docket No. 43695. See Table 10-A for a comparison of Austin Energy’s residential 

customer charge to neighboring utilities’ residential customer charges.  

Fully addressing the fairness and efficiency issues that arise from setting energy rates to 

recover demand costs is a significant challenge in residential rate design. The flattening of the 

tiers prepares Austin Energy for a more equitable treatment to address this challenge in the 

future. 

 Load Size and Fairness 

Under steeply inclined tiered energy rates, as customers consume more, they pay more 

per kWh. This is true no matter how much it costs Austin Energy to serve the customers or how 

efficiently they use the system, which represents a fairness issue with the current base rate 

structure. The proposed rates address this issue by lowering the rate differentials between tiers. 

To illustrate this load-size problem, consider two hypothetical customers. One is a high-

usage customer who puts 10 kW of demand on the system and consumes 3,000 kWh in a month. 

The customer’s average demand is 4.1 kW, and his load factor is 41 percent (4.1 kW average 

demand divided by 10 kW peak demand). The second customer exhibits the same usage behavior 

but exactly one order of magnitude lower, putting a peak demand of 1 kW on the system, 

consuming 300 kWh in a month, with average demand at 0.41 kW, and the same load factor at 

41 percent.  

Both these customers cause the same level of capacity costs per unit of consumption 

because they have the same load factor and load shape. Put differently, both customers consume 

the same amount of energy per unit of peak demand (300 kWh per kW). However, under Austin 

Energy’s steeply inclined energy rates, the high-usage customer will pay more per unit, just 

because his total consumption is higher, not due to any cost-based reason.  
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Table 7-C: Average Rate per kWh Billed to a High-Usage and a Low-Usage Residential 
Customer Under Current Rates 

High Usage Customer Low Usage Customer 
First 500 kWh $14.01  All 300 kWh $8.40  
Next 500 kWh $29.16      
Next 500 kWh $39.07      

Next 1000 kWh $93.14      
Final 500 kWh $54.07      

Total $229.45  Total $8.40  
Charge per kWh $0.076 Charge per kWh $0.028 

Note: 
Calculations excludes Customer Charge   

As summarized in Table 7-C, the high-usage customer is being charged 171 percent more 

per kWh just because they consume more, even though Austin Energy’s cost per kWh to serve 

these two customers is the same. The proposed rates address this fairness issue by flattening the 

tiers. 

 Increased Transparency 

The proposed rate structure will support low-income customers and be more transparent. 

Reducing the energy burden on our most vulnerable customers is best addressed through 

targeted programs rather than rate structures, which can have unintended negative 

consequences for both the customer and Austin Energy.  

In its base rates for residential customers, Austin Energy has a targeted program to assist 

vulnerable customers. For those who qualify for CAP, Austin Energy waives the customer charge 

and the CAP component of the CBC and offers a 10 percent discount on all energy-based charges. 

This is a direct and transparent way to provide bill assistance. Base rates are designed to recover 

costs; the CAP program is designed to assist vulnerable customers. 

Austin Energy proposes that all the bill assistance for vulnerable customers be 

transparently provided under the CBC. The proposed rate design mitigates the provision of non-

transparent bill assistance to low usage customers by flattening the tier structure. At the same 

time, the proposed increase to the customer charge will increase the value of the discount to the 
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CAP customer that results from the waiver of the customer charge, which also increases the 

transparent portion of the bill assistance. 

7.8.1 Commercial and Industrial Base Rate Design 

For non-residential customers, Austin Energy proposes the following general adjustments 

to the base rate design: 

• Increasing fixed charges for revenue stability. 

• Eliminating the billing-unit adjustment that currently benefits low-load factor 

commercial customers. 

• Calculating the billing demand for Houses of Worship customers the same as all other 

commercial customers. 

• Establishing consistency in recovery of discounts for State accounts and school 

districts accounts by assigning this cost responsibility to all non-lighting classes in 

proportion to cost of service. 

• Combining the current Electric Delivery Charges with the Demand Charges. 

Similar to residential customers, the proposed rates for non-residential customers 

generally reflect increased fixed charges (i.e., Customer Charge and Demand Charge) plus the 

elimination of the Delivery Charge. To accommodate the elimination of the Delivery Charge, the 

Demand Charge was correspondingly increased. The proposed rates also eliminate two rate 

accommodations under the existing rates.   

First, Austin Energy proposes to eliminate the low-load factor floor for commercial 

customers in the Secondary Voltage ≥ 10 < 300 kW and Secondary Voltage ≥ 300 kW customer 

classes. Load factor is a measure of efficiency that is calculated by dividing average demand (kW) 

by peak demand (kW). Some customers place proportionally large demands on the system for 

short periods of time and, therefore, have low load factor compared with other customers in the 

customer class. The load-factor floor currently reduces the demand charges for these low-load 

factor customers such that they are not charged for demands that would result in a load factor 
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of less than 20 percent. This accommodation was primarily instituted to insulate some smaller 

commercial customers that were assessed demand charges for the first time because of the rates 

approved by City Council in the 2012 Rate Review. These customers had previously been in the 

smallest commercial customer class, where there are no demand charges. However, these 

customers have been assessed demand charges for over a decade now and have had ample time 

to adjust their operations or energy habits to become more efficient users of the electrical 

system. Thus, Austin Energy is proposing to remove the load-factor floor and charge all customers 

based on the demands they place on the system.   

Second, Austin Energy currently makes an accommodation for Houses of Worship to only 

charge these customers for measured maximum demands on weekdays. All other commercial 

customers are billed for demands regardless of what day of the week their maximum demand 

might occur. Again, this was an accommodation that was put in place over a decade ago as a 

policy decision without any cost of service justification. As part of the 2016 rate review, Austin 

Energy committed to conducting a study to examine non-coincident peak usage of commercial 

customers, including House of Worship. The study is attached as Appendix E. Results of the study 

supports treating Houses of Worship customers just like other commercial customers.   

7.8.2 Proposed Non-Residential Rates  

The proposed base rates for all non-residential and non-lighting customers classes are 

summarized in Table 7-D through Table 7-K. Bill impacts and additional detail for each customer 

class can be found in Appendix C.  

Table 7-D: Secondary Voltage < 10 kW Base Rates 

Components Current Proposed 
Inside Outside All Customers 

Customer Charge ($/month) 18.00 18.00 35.00 
Delivery Charge ($/kW) - - - 
Demand Charge ($/kW) - - - 
Energy Charge ($/kWh) 0.04802 0.04802 0.03073 
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Table 7-E: Secondary Voltage ≥ 10 < 300 kW Base Rates 

Components Current Proposed 
Inside Outside All Customers 

Customer Charge ($/month) 27.50 27.50 55.00 
Delivery Charge ($/kW) 4.50 4.50 - 
Demand Charge ($/kW) 4.19 4.19 9.00 
Energy Charge ($/kWh) 0.02421 0.02356 0.01677 

 

Table 7-F: Secondary Voltage ≥ 300 kW Base Rates 

Components Current Proposed 
Inside Outside All Customers 

Customer Charge ($/month) 71.50 71.50 275.00 
Delivery Charge ($/kW) 4.50 4.50 - 
Demand Charge ($/kW) 6.40 6.40 11.50 
Energy Charge ($/kWh) 0.01955 0.01902 0.01641 

 

Table 7-G: Primary Voltage < 3 MW Base Rates 

Components Current Proposed 
Inside Outside All Customers 

Customer Charge ($/month) 275.00 275.00 300.00 
Delivery Charge ($/kW) 4.50 4.50 - 
Demand Charge ($/kW) 7.00 7.00 11.50 
Energy Charge ($/kWh) 0.00053 0.00052 0.00366 

 

Table 7-H: Primary Voltage ≥ 3 < 20 MW Base Rates 

Components Current Proposed 
Inside Outside All Customers 

Customer Charge ($/month) 2,200.00 2,200.00 2,500.00 
Delivery Charge ($/kW) 4.50 4.50 - 
Demand Charge ($/kW) 9.17 9.17 14.00 
Energy Charge ($/kWh) 0.00052 0.00051 0.00175 
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Table 7-I: Primary Voltage ≥ 20 MW @ 85% aLF Base Rates 

Components Current Proposed 
Inside Outside All Customers 

Customer Charge ($/month) 11,000.00 11,000.00 20,000.00 
Delivery Charge ($/kW) 4.50 4.50 - 
Demand Charge ($/kW) 10.20 10.20 16.33 
Energy Charge ($/kWh) - - - 

 

Table 7-J: Transmission Voltage 

Components Current Proposed 
Inside Outside All Customers 

Customer Charge ($/month) 2,750.00 2,750.00 3,500.00 
Delivery Charge ($/kW) - - - 
Demand Charge ($/kW) 12.00 12.00 13.00 
Energy Charge ($/kWh) 0.00500 0.00500 0.00570 

 

Table 7-K: Transmission Voltage ≥ 20 MW @ 85% aLF Base Rates 

Components 
Current Proposed 

Inside Outside All Customers 
Customer Charge ($/month) 21,120.00 21,120.00 20,000.00 
Delivery Charge ($/kW) - - - 
Demand Charge ($/kW) 11.15 11.15 10.71 
Energy Charge ($/kWh) - - - 

7.8.3 Load Size Threshold for the S1 and S2 Classes 

During the November 16, 2021, meeting of the Austin Energy Electric Utility Oversight 

Committee, Austin Energy committed to providing an updated analysis supporting the load 

threshold between the first two secondary voltage commercial customer classes, which currently 

stands at 10 kW.  

Customers whose peak demand equals or exceeds 10 kW are classified as Secondary 

Voltage ≥ 10 < 300 kW (the “S2” class), and customers whose peak demand is less than 10 kW 

are classified as Secondary Voltage < 10 kW (“S1” class). 
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Austin Energy performed an updated analysis for one of the factors used to establish the 

current breakpoint using load data from FY 2021. The analysis uses a scatter plot to map the 

coincidence factors of secondary voltage non-residential customers (y-axis in chart) and different 

load sizes (x-axis in chart). The results of the scatter plot can be seen in Figure 7-39.  

Figure 7-39: Non-Residential Secondary Voltage Customer NCP Load Level                                 
and Coincidence Factor 

 

Customers at each load size exhibit different levels of coincidence with the system peak, 

which can be seen by observing the orange dots in the Figure 7-39. The blue dots show the degree 

of dispersion of coincidence factors around the mean coincidence factor at a given load size. 

Similar to the analysis conducted in 2015 on this issue, there is a significant amount of diversity 

in coincidence factors (blue dots) from 0kW to 10kW, which suggests the current threshold 

between classes (aka, breakpoint) at 10kW is reasonable. However, where there had also been a 

notable increase in average coincidence factors (orange dots) after 10kW in the 2015 analysis, 

the updated analysis does not have the same obvious increase in coincidence above 10kW.  

On balance, the updated analysis does not conclusively suggest a change in the 

breakpoint is warranted. Austin Energy will monitor load profiles from the 10kW to 20kW group 
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to determine if a change in the breakpoint between the first and second secondary voltage 

customer classes is warranted at some point. Austin Energy would want to see a persistent 

defined shift in customer loads before adjusting the breakpoint – especially given the period 

under review in this update may still reflect COVID impacts (which may be transitory). Therefore, 

Austin Energy does not propose any change to the S1/S2 breakpoint in this review. 

7.8.4 Changes to Discounts 

The discounts provided to CAP customers are recovered from all customers via a pass-

through charge within the CBC.  This will not change under Austin Energy’s proposal. This will be 

done by Austin Energy outside of this base rate review as part of the budget process.   

However, the discounts offered to State of Texas facilities, local school districts, and 

military facilities are currently recovered from within the customer class in which these 

customers are assigned. Thus, if a commercial customer happens to be in the same customer 

class as a significant number of State of Texas facilities, local school districts, and military 

facilities, their base rates must be higher to fund the discounts, representing an intra-class 

subsidy. Austin Energy is proposing to allocate the responsibility to recover the discounts to State 

of Texas facilities, local school districts, and military facilities across all non-lighting customers 

based on each customer class’s share of the overall base cost of service. This spreads the 

responsibility of providing these discounts to all non-lighting customers. This policy is reflected 

in the proposed base rates for each customer class.   

 Proposed Tariff  

For a clean copy of the proposed Tariff, see Appendix F.  

 Conclusions 

In addition to providing Austin Energy with the revenue it needs to ensure its financial 

stability, the proposed base rates help to reduce the misalignment between fixed cost incurrence 

and fixed cost recovery by increasing fixed charges and restructuring the residential customer 

class base rates. This also recognizes the significant shift in energy consumption by residential 
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customers since the FY 2009 Test Year used for the 2012 Rate Review, which instituted the 

current five-tier residential rate structure. The proposed base rates also bring each customer 

class closer to their identified cost of service. Finally, the proposed base rate adjustments make 

the base rates more equitable and are consistent with Austin Energy’s goals and objectives, 

including gradualism.  
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8 CUSTOMER BILL IMPACTS 

The bill impacts for each customer class are shown in Schedule H of Appendix C. However, 

given the proposed changes in rate structure, the bill impacts for the residential customer class 

are the focus in this chapter. Table 8-A through Table 8-D show the average bill impacts for 

residential customers depending on whether they are (or are not) CAP participants or live inside 

or outside the City limits. Note: these bills are calculated based on base rates as well as all pass-

through charges. The pass-through charges are reflective of FY 2022 for all comparisons. Figure 

8-1 and Figure 8-2 graphically show comparisons of the average cost per kWh for the current 

rates, proposed rates, and the cost of service. As illustrated in these graphs, the residential 

customers that use very little energy are currently significantly below cost of service and the 

proposed base rates bring all customers closer to cost of service. Table 8-B and Table 8-D also 

show the value of the CAP discounts for these customers.  
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Table 8-A: Bill Impacts for Inside City Limits Residential Customers Not Enrolled in CAP 

 Existing Cost of Service Proposed 

Energy (kWh) per 
Month # of Bills 

% of 
Total 
Bills 

Cum. 
% of 
Total 
Bills 

Avg. Bill 
Amount 

Avg. Bill 
Amount Change ($) Change 

(%) 
Avg. Bill 
Amount Change ($) Change (%) 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J) (K) 

0 (kWh) 0 0.0% 0.0% $       10.00 $       45.90 $       35.90 359.00% $       25.00 $       15.00 150.00% 

1 - 250 (kWh) 676,874 14.9% 14.9% $       19.25 $       54.53 $       35.28 183.27% $       35.51 $       16.26 84.47% 

251 - 500 (kWh) 1,168,559 25.7% 40.6% $       37.75 $       71.80 $       34.05 90.20% $       56.91 $       19.16 50.75% 

501 - 750 (kWh) 1,001,436 22.0% 62.6% $       60.04 $       89.07 $       29.03 48.35% $       79.19 $       19.15 31.90% 

751 - 1000 (kWh) 665,866 14.6% 77.2% $       86.12 $     106.34 $       20.22 23.48% $     101.46 $       15.34 17.81% 

1001 - 1250 (kWh) 410,554 9.0% 86.3% $     114.67 $     123.61 $         8.94 7.80% $     123.73 $         9.06 7.90% 

1251 - 1500 (kWh) 245,697 5.4% 91.7% $     145.70 $     140.87 $      (4.83) -3.32% $     146.88 $         1.18 0.81% 

1501 - 1750 (kWh) 144,511 3.2% 94.8% $     178.61 $     158.14 $     (20.47) -11.46% $     170.41 $       (8.20) -4.59% 

1751 - 2000 (kWh) 85,178 1.9% 96.7% $     213.39 $     175.41 $     (37.98) -17.80% $     193.93 $     (19.46) -9.12% 

2001 - 2500 (kWh) 83,209 1.8% 98.5% $     265.57 $     201.31 $     (64.26) -24.20% $     229.22 $     (36.35) -13.69% 

2501 - 3000 (kWh) 32,774 0.7% 99.3% $     338.88 $     235.85 $   (103.03) -30.40% $     276.27 $     (62.61) -18.48% 

3001 - 3500 (kWh) 14,741 0.3% 99.6% $     415.95 $     270.38 $   (145.57) -35.00% $     323.32 $     (92.63) -22.27% 

3501 - 4000 (kWh) 7,406 0.2% 99.8% $     493.01 $     304.92 $   (188.09) -38.15% $     370.36 $   (122.65) -24.88% 

4001 and Above (kWh) 11,235 0.2% 100.0% $     531.55 $     322.18 $   (209.37) -39.39% $     393.89 $   (137.66) -25.90% 
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Table 8-B: Bill Impacts for Inside City Limits Residential Customers Enrolled in CAP 

 Existing Cost of Service Proposed 

Energy (kWh) per 
Month 

# of 
Bills 

% of 
Total 
Bills 

Cum. 
% of 
Total 
Bills 

Avg. Bill 
Amount 

Avg. Bill 
Amount 

Change 
($) 

Change 
(%) 

Avg. Bill 
Amount Change ($) Change 

(%) 

Total 
CAP 

Discount 

Total 
CAP 

Discount 
% 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J) (K) (L) (M) 

0 (kWh) 0 0.0% 0.0% $            - $     45.90 $     45.90 0.00% $           - $              - 0.00% $    25.00 100% 

1 - 250 (kWh) 25,224 7.5% 7.5% $      8.15 $     54.53 $     46.38 569.08% $      9.23 $        1.08 13.25% $    26.28 74% 

251 - 500 (kWh) 68,756 20.5% 28.0% $    24.46 $     71.80 $     47.34 193.54% $    28.02 $        3.56 14.55% $    28.89 51% 

501 - 750 (kWh) 75,001 22.4% 50.4% $    44.17 $     89.07 $     44.90 101.65% $    47.59 $        3.42 7.74% $    31.60 40% 

751 - 1000 (kWh) 60,199 18.0% 68.4% $    67.29 $   106.34 $     39.05 58.03% $    67.17 $   (0.12) -0.18% $    34.29 34% 

1001 - 1250 (kWh) 41,826 12.5% 80.9% $    92.64 $   123.61 $     30.97 33.43% $    86.75 $    (5.89) -6.36% $    36.98 30% 

1251 - 1500 (kWh) 26,935 8.0% 88.9% $ 120.23 $   140.87 $     20.64 17.17% $ 107.11 $  (13.12) -10.91% $    39.77 27% 

1501 - 1750 (kWh) 16,225 4.8% 93.7% $ 149.50 $   158.14 $       8.64 5.78% $ 127.81 $ (21.69) -14.51% $    42.60 25% 

1751 - 2000 (kWh) 9,244 2.8% 96.5% $ 180.46 $   175.41 $ (5.05) -2.80% $ 148.52 $ (31.94) -17.70% $    45.41 23% 

2001 - 2500 (kWh) 8,186 2.4% 98.9% $ 226.89 $   201.31 $ (25.58) -11.27% $ 179.57 $ (47.32) -20.86% $    49.65 22% 

2501 - 3000 (kWh) 2,435 0.7% 99.7% $ 292.18 $   235.85 $ (56.33) -19.28% $ 220.97 $ (71.21) -24.37% $    55.30 20% 

3001 - 3500 (kWh) 720 0.2% 99.9% $ 360.85 $   270.38 $ (90.47) -25.07% $ 262.38 $ (98.47) -27.29% $    60.94 19% 

3501 - 4000 (kWh) 219 0.1% 100.0% $ 429.51 $   304.92 $ (124.59) -29.01% $ 303.78 $ (125.73) -29.27% $    66.58 18% 

4001 and Above (kWh) 153 0.0% 100.0% $ 463.85 $   322.18 $ (141.67) -30.54% $ 324.49 $ (139.36) -30.04% $    69.40 18% 
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Table 8-C: Bill Impacts for Residential Outside City Limits Residential Customers Not Enrolled in CAP 

 Existing Cost of Service Proposed 

Energy (kWh) per 
Month # of Bills 

% of 
Total 
Bills 

Cum. 
% of 
Total 
Bills 

Avg. Bill 
Amount 

Avg. Bill 
Amount 

Change 
($) 

Change 
(%) 

Avg. Bill 
Amount Change ($) Change (%) 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J) (K) 

0 (kWh) 0 0.0% 0.0% $     10.00  $     45.90  $     35.90  359.00% $     25.00  $     15.00  150.00% 

1 - 250 (kWh) 42,831 5.9% 5.9% $     20.16  $     54.53  $     34.37  170.49% $     35.36  $     15.20  75.40% 

251 - 500 (kWh) 92,277 12.8% 18.7% $     40.48  $     71.80  $     31.32  77.37% $     56.45  $     15.97  39.45% 

501 - 750 (kWh) 112,695 15.6% 34.4% $     63.17  $     89.07  $     25.90  41.00% $     78.41  $     15.24  24.13% 

751 - 1000 (kWh) 100,457 13.9% 48.3% $     88.24  $   106.34  $     18.10  20.51% $   100.38  $     12.14  13.76% 

1001 - 1250 (kWh) 82,329 11.4% 59.7% $   116.14  $   123.61  $       7.47  6.43% $   122.34  $       6.20  5.34% 

1251 - 1500 (kWh) 65,140 9.0% 68.8% $   146.88  $   140.87  $     (6.01) -4.09% $   145.18  $     (1.70) -1.16% 

1501 - 1750 (kWh) 49,525 6.9% 75.7% $   177.61  $   158.14  $   (19.47) -10.96% $   168.39  $     (9.22) -5.19% 

1751 - 2000 (kWh) 37,731 5.2% 80.9% $   208.35  $   175.41  $   (32.94) -15.81% $   191.61  $   (16.74) -8.03% 

2001 - 2500 (kWh) 50,921 7.1% 88.0% $   254.46  $   201.31  $   (53.15) -20.89% $   226.43  $   (28.03) -11.02% 

2501 - 3000 (kWh) 30,808 4.3% 92.2% $   315.93  $   235.85  $   (80.08) -25.35% $   272.86  $   (43.07) -13.63% 

3001 - 3500 (kWh) 19,036 2.6% 94.9% $   377.41  $   270.38  $ (107.03) -28.36% $   319.29  $   (58.12) -15.40% 

3501 - 4000 (kWh) 12,195 1.7% 96.6% $   438.88  $   304.92  $ (133.96) -30.52% $   365.71  $   (73.17) -16.67% 

4001 and Above (kWh) 24,775 3.4% 100.0% $   469.62  $   322.18  $ (147.44) -31.40% $   388.93  $   (80.69) -17.18% 
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Table 8-D: Bill Impacts for Outside City Limits Residential Customers Enrolled in CAP 

 Existing Cost of Service Proposed  

Energy (kWh) per 
Month 

# of 
Bills 

% of 
Total 
Bills 

Cum. % 
of Total 

Bills 

Avg. Bill 
Amount 

Avg. Bill 
Amount 

Change 
($) 

Change 
(%) 

Avg. Bill 
Amount 

Change 
($) 

Change 
(%) 

Total 
CAP 

Discount 

Total 
CAP 

Discount 
% 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J) (K) (L) M 

0 (kWh) 0 0.0% 0.0% $           - $     45.90 $     45.90 0.00% $           - $           - 0.00% $     25.00 100% 

1 - 250 (kWh) 1,117 2.3% 2.3% $       9.02 $     54.53 $     45.51 504.55% $       9.09 $       0.07 0.78% $     26.27 74% 

251 - 500 (kWh) 4,481 9.1% 11.3% $     27.07 $     71.80 $     44.73 165.24% $     27.60 $       0.53 1.96% $     28.85 51% 

501 - 750 (kWh) 7,548 15.3% 26.6% $     47.26 $     89.07 $     41.81 88.47% $     46.90 $     (0.36) -0.76% $     31.51 40% 

751 - 1000 (kWh) 8,560 17.3% 43.9% $     69.58 $   106.34 $     36.76 52.83% $     66.19 $     (3.39) -4.87% $     34.19 34% 

1001 - 1250 (kWh) 8,073 16.3% 60.3% $     94.45 $   123.61 $     29.16 30.87% $     85.49 $     (8.96) -9.49% $     36.85 30% 

1251 - 1500 (kWh) 6,698 13.6% 73.8% $   121.88 $   140.87 $     18.99 15.58% $   105.58 $   (16.30) -13.37% $     39.60 27% 

1501 - 1750 (kWh) 4,738 9.6% 83.4% $   149.30 $   158.14 $       8.84 5.92% $   126.00 $   (23.30) -15.61% $     42.39 25% 

1751 - 2000 (kWh) 3,019 6.1% 89.5% $   176.73 $   175.41 $     (1.32) -0.75% $   146.42 $   (30.31) -17.15% $     45.19 24% 

2001 - 2500 (kWh) 3,207 6.5% 96.0% $   217.87 $   201.31 $   (16.56) -7.60% $   177.06 $   (40.81) -18.73% $     49.37 22% 

2501 - 3000 (kWh) 1,177 2.4% 98.4% $   272.72 $   235.85 $   (36.87) -13.52% $   217.91 $   (54.81) -20.10% $     54.95 20% 

3001 - 3500 (kWh) 448 0.9% 99.3% $   327.57 $   270.38 $   (57.19) -17.46% $   258.75 $   (68.82) -21.01% $     60.54 19% 

3501 - 4000 (kWh) 174 0.4% 99.7% $   382.42 $   304.92 $   (77.50) -20.27% $   299.60 $   (82.82) -21.66% $     66.11 18% 

4001 and Above (kWh) 165 0.3% 100.0% $   409.84 $   322.18 $   (87.66) -21.39% $   320.02 $   (89.82) -21.92% $     68.91 18% 
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Figure 8-1 Residential Inside City Limits Average Rates Compared with Cost of Service 
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Figure 8-2 Residential Outside City Limits Average Rates Compared with Cost of Service 
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9 VALUE OF SOLAR 

 Background and Approach  

The VoS is the rate at which Austin Energy credits residential and commercial customers 

with behind-the-meter solar generation systems for the energy produced. Each monthly bill 

includes a charge for the total energy usage of their home or business and a solar credit for the 

energy their system generated at the applicable VoS rate. Solar credits are only applicable to the 

electric bill and cannot be used to offset other City charges. If the solar credit exceeds the electric 

portion of the bill, the remaining credit rolls over to the next month for as long as the account 

remains open.  

The historical methodology used to determine the VoS rate has been future-looking, 

calculated based on marginal cost avoidance, and included an environmental adder in addition 

to avoided costs to the utility. The VoS includes three distinct values, shown in Table 9-A that are 

assigned based on customer class and the capacity of the solar energy system: non-demand 

(residential and small commercial customers), demand customers with behind-the-meter solar 

generation systems less than 1,000 kilowatt – alternating current (kW-ac), and demand 

customers with behind-the-meter solar generation systems greater than or equal to 1,000 kW-

ac.  

Table 9-A: Value of Solar Rate Using Historical Methodology 

Customer Type Assessment 2018 
($/kWh) 

Assessment 2022 
($/kWh) 

Residential and Commercial Non-Demand $0.097 $0.095 

Commercial Demand Solar capacity < 1,000 kW-ac $0.067 $0.080 

Commercial Demand Solar capacity ≥ 1,000 kW-ac $0.047 $0.059 

The methodology by which Austin Energy has calculated its VoS credit has evolved over 

time. Most recently each of the three customer class values were tied back to the five primary 

components outlined in Table 9-B. These five components include anticipated economic benefits 
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realized from the solar production within the Austin Energy Load Zone in the ERCOT market, and 

additional value in consideration of environmental benefits to society.  

Table 9-B shows that the 2018 methodology differed slightly between customer types. 

For example, the non-demand (residential and small commercial) VoS rate calculation retained 

Power Plant O&M Value and Generation Capacity Value as a holdover from the initial VoS 

methodology. For demand customers with ≥ 1,000 kW-ac solar capacity, the Transmission and 

Distribution Value was omitted as these systems typically do not reduce Austin Energy’s 

transmission cost of service due to ERCOT’s registered distributed generation metering, 

reporting, and cost allocation protocols. 

Table 9-B: Components of Austin Energy’s VoS Credit Methodology and                              
Application by Customer Type (Historical Methodology) 

Value of Solar 
Components Energy Value Power Plant 

O&M Value 
Generation 

Capacity Value 

Transmission and 
Distribution 

Value 

Environmental 
Value 

Definition 

Avoided cost of 
fuel to meet 

electric loads as 
well as 

transmission and 
distribution 

losses, based on 
the solar 

production 
profile. 

Avoided cost 
associated with 

natural gas plant 
operations and 
maintenance by 

meeting peak 
load through 

customer-sited 
renewables. 

Avoided cost of 
capital by 

meeting peak 
load through 

customer-sited 
renewable 
resource. 

Savings in 
transmission 

costs from peak 
load reduction by 
local renewable 
resources, and 
savings or costs 

from capital 
investments in 
the distribution 

grid. 

Avoided 
emissions cost to 
comply with local 
policy objectives. 

Non-Demand 
(Residential and 

Small 
Commercial) 

     

Demand – 
Solar capacity       
< 1,000 kW-ac 

 

  
  

Demand – 
Solar capacity ≥ 

1,000 kW-ac 
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 Proposed Approach 

The goal of the new methodology is to promote transparency by making clear 

delineations within the VoS rate and to align the justifications with the most appropriate rate 

mechanisms. Austin Energy proposes to accomplish this by separating the VoS into three pillars: 

avoided costs, societal benefits, and policy driven incentives, and appropriately aligning cost 

recovery as illustrated in Figure 9-1.                                                 

Figure 9-1: Components of Value of Solar 

 
Note: These three component pillars are not expected to be equally weighted/valuable.  

 

Austin Energy will conduct an annual assessment of each pillar to ensure the prevailing 

rates are consistent with market conditions, environmental reports, and policy objectives. Austin 

Energy will hold a public meeting with each reassessment, present the findings to EUC and RMC, 

and seek City Council approval prior to implementation. 

 Avoided Costs 

9.3.1 Calculation Methodology 

Austin Energy proposes to calculate the Avoided Costs with an approach that is inherently 

focused on the embedded costs that can be avoided by behind-the-meter solar generation 

Value of 
Solar

Societal 
Benefits 

(CBC)

Avoided 
Costs 
(PSA)

Policy 
Driven 

Incentives 
(CBC)
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systems. Embedded cost analyses are commonly employed for cost of service studies to ensure 

the utility recovers its existing costs, and equitably attributes costs and benefits. This avoided 

cost value is composed of the following three components: 

1. ERCOT Energy Savings – This element is based on the weighted average price for 

energy at the time of PV generation and is calculated as the sum of the Austin 

Energy Node (AEN) day-ahead price for each hour in the year multiplied by the PV 

generation for that same hour divided by the total PV generation, as shown in this 

formula. 

 

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 = (Σ (AEN)∗(Hourly PV Generation))
(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴)

  

 

2. Transmission Savings – This component is based on average PV generation during 

the ERCOT Four Coincident Peak (4CP) periods multiplied by the ERCOT postage 

stamp rate (the sum of the individual wholesale transmission service charges billed 

by each transmission service provider in ERCOT) divided by the total PV generation, 

as shown in this formula. 

 

𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 = (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴 𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇 4𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃)∗(Postage Stamp Rate)
(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴)

  

 

3. Ancillary Service (AS) Savings – This component is based on the weighted average 

price for AS at the time of PV generation. ERCOT has four ancillary service products 

currently that support the transmission of energy to loads and the reliable 

operation of the bulk electric system. These four products are Regulation Service – 

Up (REG UP), Regulation Service – Down (REG DOWN), Responsive Reserve Service 

(RRS), and Non-spinning Reserve Service (NSRS). The Ancillary Service Savings is 

calculated as the sum of the Scaled AS Price (the sum of the four different ancillary 
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service products in each hour scaled to its relevant proportion with overall ERCOT 

energy load) for each hour multiplied by the PV generation for that same hour 

divided by the total PV generation, as shown in this formula. 

 

𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = (Σ(Scaled AS Price)∗(𝐻𝐻𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴))
(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴)

  

 

All components are adjusted for estimated line losses (currently assumed to be 5.14 

percent for the Austin Energy secondary voltage system). As with the current VoS credit, the 

Transmission Savings component would not be applicable to PV systems with a capacity ≥ 1,000 

kW-ac. 

The AEN Price is based on the day-ahead wholesale energy prices obtained from ERCOT. 

ERCOT also supplies the ancillary service prices and volumes as well as the times for the ERCOT 

coincident peaks. The ERCOT postage stamp rate is obtained from the relevant Public Utility 

Commission of Texas docket51. 

As illustrated in Table 9-C, the proposed approach has two classes: less than (<) 1,000 kW-

ac and greater than or equal to (≥) 1,000 kW-ac. Systems greater than or equal to 1,000 kW-ac 

do not avoid transmission costs due to ERCOT rules.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
51 For more information about the ERCOT market, visit http://ercot.com/mktrules/guides   

http://ercot.com/mktrules/guides
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Table 9-C: Estimated VoS Credit Based on Cost Avoidance FY2020 and FY2021  

 
Component 

FY2020 Avoided Cost ($/kWh) FY2021 Avoided Costs ($/kWh) 
< 1,000 kW-ac ≥ 1,000 kW-ac < 1,000 kW-ac ≥ 1,000 kW-ac 

ERCOT Energy Price $0.0367 $0.0367 $0.0467 $0.0467 
Transmission Savings $0.0250 $           - $0.0267 $           - 
Ancillary Service Price $0.0015 $0.0015 $0.0027 $0.0027 
Avoided Costs $0.0632 $0.0382 $0.0761 $0.0494 

Note:  
Values have been adjusted for line losses at 5.14%   

This proposed embedded Avoided Costs methodology bases the value components on 

the past fiscal year as opposed to the historical methodology that looked into the distant future. 

The proposed methodology, therefore, more accurately reflects the actual, realized value of 

distributed generation. Austin Energy proposes to reevaluate the Avoided Costs annually, as we 

do for the PSA, based on actual market values in ERCOT. The annually assessed value would go 

into effect for all customers with behind-the-meter solar generation systems the following year. 

As demonstrated in Table 9-C, there can be significant variation in the value between years. With 

the next VoS analysis, if needed, Austin Energy may propose an approach that will help to smooth 

out the potential volatility of annual changes in the values.  

9.3.2 Recovery Method 

This pillar of the VoS will be calculated based on the ERCOT Energy Price, Transmission 

Savings, and Ancillary Service Price. The PSA charge recovers the net costs of the kilowatt-hours 

(kWh) used by customers including the cost of electricity purchased from the grid and any net 

revenues (or losses) experienced as Austin Energy produces and sells power to the grid. Since 

Austin Energy is crediting customers with behind-the-meter solar generation systems for their 

renewable energy contribution, the Avoided Costs will be recovered through the PSA. 
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 Societal Benefits 

9.4.1 Background 

In February 2021, the Interagency Working Group (IWG), a group of several federal 

departments that includes the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency, released Technical Support Document: Social Cost of Carbon, Methane, and Nitrous 

Oxide Interim Estimates under Executive Order 13990. Federal agencies began regularly 

incorporating the social cost of carbon (SC-CO2) estimates into benefit-cost analyses in 2008. 

Austin Energy proposes a similar approach to determining the Societal Benefits value that 

avoiding a kWh on the ERCOT grid captures. 

9.4.2 Calculation 

To calculate the Societal Benefit value moving forward, Austin Energy proposes to 

reference the SC-CO2 average value at a 3 percent discount rate. The year that the rate will go 

into effect will be the Emissions Year referenced in Table 9-D and will be used to determine the 

value per metric ton of CO2. That value is then multiplied by the amount of CO2 avoided 

according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s Texas specific State Electric Profiles 

report.    

Table 9-D: Annual SC-CO2, 2020 – 2025 (in 2020 dollars per metric ton of CO2)1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Emissions Year $/metric ton of CO22 
2020 51 
2021 52 
2022 53 
2023 54 
2024 55 
2025 56 

Notes: 
1. Table values are derived from Table A-1 in Technical Support Document: Social Cost of 

Carbon, Methane, and Nitrous Oxide Interim Estimates under Executive Order 13990 
2. 3% Discount Rate (year-over-year) 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/TechnicalSupportDocument_SocialCostofCarbonMethaneNitrousOxide.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/TechnicalSupportDocument_SocialCostofCarbonMethaneNitrousOxide.pdf
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/state/texas/
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/state/texas/
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Societal Benefit – This component is calculated by multiplying the emission year dollar 

per metric ton of CO2 (from Technical Support Document: Social Cost of Carbon, 

Methane, and Nitrous Oxide Interim Estimates under Executive Order 13990) by the 

prevailing CO2 metric tons per kWh (from the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s 

Texas specific State Electric Profiles report, using the CO2 lbs/MWh emissions statistic). 

 

𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐 𝐵𝐵𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 = (𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑌𝑌𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 $/𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 ∗

𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2/𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ)  

 

For example, when evaluating the VoS to be implemented for FY 2023, the Emission Year 

2023 in Table 9-D will be used. The value per metric ton of CO2 for Emissions Year 2023 is $54. 

The U.S. Energy Information Administration’s Texas specific State Electric Profiles report   

indicates that CO2 lbs./MWh is 941. There are 2204.62 pounds in a metric ton. This calculation 

results in a Societal Benefit value of $0.0230/kWh.   

9.4.3 Recovery Method 

While the entire VoS including environmental benefits was historically recovered through 

the PSA, the Societal Benefit value does not represent an avoided cost to the utility, so this cost 

will be recovered though the CBC moving forward.52 The annually assessed value would go into 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
52 The CBC is not proposed to be changed in this base rate review.  
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effect for all customers with behind-the-meter solar generation systems the following year as 

approved by City Council. 

 Policy Driven Incentives  

9.5.1 Background 

The Austin Energy Resource, Generation and Climate Protection Plan to 2030 directs 

Austin Energy to achieve a total of 375 MW of local solar capacity by the end of 2030, of which 

200 MW will be customer sited.53 Austin Energy is currently just over halfway to our 2030 target 

of 200 MW customer sited goal. Austin Energy has demonstrated that incentives for solar energy 

are an effective way to encourage adoption and drive local solar market development and clean 

energy jobs. Therefore, Austin Energy proposes to collaborate with the community to identify an 

equitable approach where in Austin Energy retires the current Residential Solar Education 

Program and the Commercial PBI program and replace them with an incentive adder as the third 

pillar of the VoS as part of the next VoS adjustment to be implemented in FY 2024. Also, through 

this community engagement process, Austin Energy will explore a Solar Standard Offer that could 

add capacity to the Community Solar Program.  

This proposed incentive adder will be administered in the format commonly known as a 

Performance-Based Incentive (PBI). The PBI will have two offerings: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
53 Available at: https://austinenergy.com/wcm/connect/6dd1c1c7-77e4-43e4-8789-838eb9f0790d/gen-res-climate-

prot-plan-2030.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=n85G1po 

https://austinenergy.com/wcm/connect/6dd1c1c7-77e4-43e4-8789-838eb9f0790d/gen-res-climate-prot-plan-2030.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=n85G1po
https://austinenergy.com/wcm/connect/6dd1c1c7-77e4-43e4-8789-838eb9f0790d/gen-res-climate-prot-plan-2030.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=n85G1po
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• The residential offering will include a 20-year PBI to align with common residential 

solar loan terms. This will help to enable cash flow neutral scenarios where the 

customer’s bill savings are roughly equal to their loan payments.  

• Commercial PBIs will feature a higher PBI value over a shorter time period, increasing 

the internal rate of return (IRR) to drive commercial solar adoption. This is similar to 

the PBI incentive format currently offered.  

Once in place, customers who adopt solar will be locked into the prevailing PBI based on 

their customer class. In contrast with the other pillars of the VoS that are subject to change, the 

PBI will not fluctuate. This will offer an element of stability for customers with behind-the-meter 

solar generation systems. At the end of the PBI term, VoS customers will continue to receive the 

Avoided Costs and Societal Benefit values. 

Calculation 

Examples of factors that impact the rate and incentive changes for this pillar of the VoS 

are the availability and rate of Federal Tax Credits, payback period, adjusted value of the other 

two VoS components, capacity remaining to achieve goals, and time remaining to achieve goals. 

The PBI will no longer be offered to new solar adopters once the policy goals are achieved or 

incentives are no longer required to meet policy objectives. 

9.5.2 Additional PBI Benefits 

PBIs are advantageous because they encourage customers to maintain the production of 

their systems, they can be calibrated to meet customer needs, they can be easily administered 

and adjusted to achieve strategic goals and are paid based on monthly production for a period of 

years. Austin Energy would continue to promote solar education and provide resources to 

customers to help them make informed decisions when deciding to install solar. Transitioning to 

this incentive format will also greatly reduce staff time currently required to process incentives 

and manage participating contractors, allowing staff to refocus efforts to reduce soft costs 

(reducing timelines, reducing permitting and inspection costs, improving operational efficiency, 
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etc.), creating better residential loan offerings, improving customer service, increasing solar 

penetration in limited income communities, providing community outreach, promoting 

consumer education, developing scholastic education, supporting community resiliency efforts, 

and expanding community solar. 

9.5.3 Recovery Method 

Like the Societal Benefits and current incentives, the Policy-Driven Incentives pillar of the 

VoS will be recovered by Austin Energy through the CBC. The Policy Driven Incentive value will 

be reassessed annually and will go into effect for all new customers with behind-the-meter solar 

generation systems the following year, as approved by City Council. 

 Impacts to Customers 

The proposed methodology results in increases to the VoS for all customer classes relative 

to the current VoS rate. Commercial customers with behind-the-meter solar generation systems 

under 1,000 kW-ac would realize the largest gains, increasing by $0.0321/kWh. This is a 

significant increase and as a result Austin Energy will re-evaluate future incentive offerings to 

ensure alignment with policy goals. In Table 9-E, VoS Rate 2023 includes both Avoided Costs and 

Societal Benefits.  

Table 9-E: Current VoS Rate 2022 and Proposed VoS Rate 2023 

Customer Type 
VoS Rate 2022 VoS Rate 2023 

($/kWh) ($/kWh) 
Residential and Commercial Non-Demand $0.0970  $0.0991  

Commercial Demand Solar capacity < 1,000 kW-ac $0.0670  $0.0991  
Commercial Demand Solar capacity ≥ 1,000 kW-ac $0.0470  $0.0724  

 Impacts to the Utility 

Austin Energy seeks to promote full transparency of the costs and values of this approach 

to promote informed discussions and solid policy making. The avoided cost portion of the VoS, 

recovered through the PSA, represents the price at which Austin Energy is cost neutral as to 
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whether it credits the customer for power produced at the point of load or delivers an equal unit 

of power from an offsite generation source. The Societal Benefits and Policy Driven Incentives do 

not contribute to avoided costs to the utility and thus will be recovered through the CBC. The 

chart in Figure 9-2 represents the incremental annual impacts to the CBC.  

 

It is also important to consider that this does not necessarily reflect cost increases, some 

values that were previously recovered from the PSA will be shifted to the CBC, reducing the PSA 

and increasing the CBC. Referenced in Figure 9-2 are the modeled annual CBC Budget 

Requirements assuming many external factors that would go into calculating future Societal 

Benefits stay the same. Once Policy Driven Incentives are added to the VoS they will also impact 

the CBC budget requirement but will replace other solar incentive costs currently recovered 

through the CBC.   
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Figure 9-2: CBC Projected Annual Budget Requirement 

 

 Summary 

Austin Energy strives to achieve fairness and transparency with this approach and provide 

the proper value to customers for their renewable energy contributions to the benefit of the 

Austin community and the environment. This format will allow Austin Energy to recover Avoided 

Costs through the PSA and all other costs through the CBC, aligning recovery to the proper 

channels. Finally, this approach will provide a mechanism to adjust incentives to the levels 

needed to achieve policy directives. 
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10 AFFORDABILITY DESIGN 

 Affordability Goal 

Austin Energy recognizes that it must assure that the cost of electric service remains 

affordable for all customers. Austin Energy has a history of providing electricity to customers at 

some of the lowest prices in Texas while providing incentives to lower energy consumption and 

improve the energy efficiency of homes and buildings, further lowering electric bills. Through 

initiatives such as power generation mix diversification and promoting energy efficiency and 

conservation, electricity has remained affordable for Austin Energy customers. 

The City Council adopted an Affordability Goal as a part of Austin Energy’s Resource, 

Generation, and Climate Protection Plan to 2020 in February 2011. Austin Energy’s Affordability 

Goal has two metrics. The Affordability Metric seeks to maintain system average rates at or below 

two percent annual compound growth rate that began October 2012. The Competitiveness 

Metric seeks to maintain an average annual system rate in the lower 50 percent of all Texas 

utilities serving residential, commercial, and industrial customers as measured by published data 

from the Energy Information Administration (EIA) Form 861. The revenue requirement proposal 

included in this Base Rate Filing Package to City Council fully complies with the Affordability 

Metric. Appendix G discusses the Competitiveness Metric, including the challenges of remaining 

competitive in this market environment. 

 Benchmark Against Other Texas Utilities 

Austin Energy’s electric rates remain among some of the most affordable in the state. In 

2020, the average residential customer’s monthly bill was the second lowest in Texas, as shown 

in Figure 10-1.  
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Figure 10-1: Residential Competitiveness Bill Metric: Comparison with Texas Utilities 

 

Table 10-A lists the current residential fixed charge for other electric utility providers in 

the area compared with Austin Energy’s current and proposed customer charges. The proposed 

customer charge is aligned with the fixed charges assessed to residential customers served by 

these other utilities, while the current Austin Energy customer charge is significantly lower.   

Table 10-A: Residenital Fixed Charges 

Utility Amount 
  $ / month 

Pedernales Coop 22.50 
Bluebonnet Coop 22.50 
City of Georgetown 24.80 
Austin Energy - Proposed 25.00 
Austin Energy - Current 10.00 

 

A residential customer, inside City limits, consuming 500 kWh currently contributes $24 a 

month in base revenue towards the $57 cost to serve. The remaining $33 must be collected from 

other customers, either at higher consumption levels or in other rate classes. 
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10.2.1 Commercial Customer Discounts  

Austin Energy provides rate discounts to three groups of non-residential customers – 

State of Texas facilities, local school districts, and military facilities. This discount represents a 20 

percent discount off the base charges in the monthly electric bill. Austin Energy is proposing to 

recover the cost of this benefit from all customers. 
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